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Introduction
BC Parks policy requires that Management Plans must be prepared for all provincial parks. Parks
with complex issues and management conflicts require the preparation of a Background
Document prior to the development of the Management Plan. This Background Document
provides an information base for Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park and identifies key
issues for management planning.

Park Highlights
Expansive, rolling grasslands with superb views over the Thompson plateau, open, old-growth
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests and a spectacular river canyon invite exploration and
enjoyment in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. Valley sides rise in a step-like fashion from both
Kamloops Lake and the estuarine complex at the mouth of the Thompson River to the
grasslands. Here, a complete elevational sequence of lower, middle and upper grasslands over a
short distance showcases a diversity of representative plants and animals.
Numerous small lakes and ponds provide important aquatic habitat for waterfowl and other
wildlife species, and enhance visual diversity. Grassland merges into forest at higher elevations,
completing the diversity of habitats that includes a significant number of rare species, many of
which are at the northern limits of their ranges.
The low elevation grasslands with highly palatable spring and fall forage, combined with their
proximity to the City of Kamloops have meant that they have long been important to the local
cattle industry. The location of the grasslands so close to a large urban centre provides superb
recreational opportunities.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park, encompassing 15,207 ha, is one of only three provincial parks that
protect substantial and significant grasslands. The park fulfils a very important conservation role
in representing the Thompson Basin, and Northern Thompson Uplands Ecosections, and
providing easily accessible opportunities to enjoy, appreciate and understand diverse grassland,
estuarine and dry forest ecosystems. Complex geology, a mixture of grasslands and forest types,
a highly differentiated set of topographic features and soils, and a variety of cultural uses
combine to produce an area of notable diversity.
Located only six kilometres from the City of Kamloops, Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is
accessible by paved and gravel roads. Figure 1.

History of Planning and Management
The rolling grasslands of the Lac du Bois area have been used intensively for livestock grazing,
homesteading, and recreation for the past 150 years. Setting priorities and rationalising uses for
the area west of the North Thompson River and north of Kamloops Lake first occurred in the
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1940's. In 1973 a significant part of the grasslands in the area was put into the Agricultural Land
Reserve in recognition of the importance of grasslands to the ranching industry.
In the last 25 years this area has been subject to three major planning processes: a Coordinated
Resource Management Plan (CRMP) in 1976; a Crown Land Plan (CLP) in 1982; and the
current Local Resource Use Planning (LRUP) Process (draft plan prepared 1996).
The objective of the CRMP plan was "to develop an integrated resource management plan for all
the area which would produce the maximum sustained benefit to the public". This plan had
several successes such as the planned grazing system; the all-terrain vehicle (ATV) closure area
east of the Lac du Bois road; and improved communications between various user groups,
resource agencies and interested public.
In 1982, this was replaced by the Crown Land Plan which had an aim "to prepare a plan to guide
and secure management of public lands according to their most appropriate uses considering all
relevant social, economic and environmental criteria". Conflicts between the many users of the
area and the lack of a designated recreation area continued to be the most contentious issues in
the Lac du Bois area, and provided the main impetus for the current Local Resource Use
Planning (LRUP) process.
The development of these Local Resource Use Plans has been coordinated by the BC Ministry of
Forests under its mandate to establish broad strategic management plans and land use allocations.
The goal of the Lac du Bois LRUP is "to protect and enhance utilization of this unique area for
all user groups considering relevant economic, environmental and social factors".
In 1992, the Kamloops Regional Protected Areas Team identified the LRUP Protection Zone as
an "Area of Interest".
The draft Lac du Bois LRUP was completed in 1996 and identified the resource values in Lac du
Bois, established landscape level zoning of acceptable activities and provides guidelines for the
development of operational plans and prescriptions in its management area. One of the zones
identified in the plan was a protection zone, which has become the Lac du Bois Grasslands
Provincial Park. The other four zones are the Dewdrop Rousseau Wildlife Management Area, an
Interpretive Forest zone, the Nobel Lake zone, and the Ord-Halston zone. Public participation
has been an important aspect of the Lac du Bois local resource planning effort and has involved a
wide variety of different interest groups and government agencies.
The Kamloops LRMP is a sub-regional land use plan that was developed for a land base
encompassing the Kamloops and Clearwater Forest Districts. The plan provides strategic
direction and guidance to lower level plans. It was generated by a team consisting of
representatives of different government agencies and a variety of interests in various public
sectors. The plan identified a range of different management zones within its planning area as
well as goals and objectives to guide the activities in those zones, to best serve the diverse
interests of the community. The Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park was established as one
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of the Protection Resource Management Zones as a result of the LRMP planning process to
recognize the unique biological, cultural, and recreational resources in the area.
The main goal of both of these planning processes was to provide a forum for public
involvement and consensus building between the various user groups in the region and the
specific Lac du Bois area. The use of consensus decision-making is an integral aspect of
successful land use resource planning. It is through consensus that all of the decisions were
made during the respective planning processes. It was recognized that meaningful conflict
resolution was only possible by involving all interests necessary to derive a mutually agreeable
management plan.

Park Establishment, Legislation, and Management
Direction.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park was established through an Order-in-Council on 30
April, 30th., 1996 under the Environment and Land Use Act, directing that the area be managed
as a park as defined in the Park Act. See Figure 2 for park boundaries. Under this Order in
Council and LRMP direction, existing rights and tenures other than commercial logging and
mining can continue subject to an approved Park Management Plan and other appropriate
legislation. Thus grazing will continue to be managed by the Ministry of Forests under the Range
Act and the Forest Practices Code Act, subject to the Lac du Bois Grasslands Park Management
Plan and the Grazing Policy of the Kamloops LRMP.
Development of the Park Management Plan will be guided by BC Parks' management policies,
by the direction provided by the Kamloops LRMP, and by the Lac du Bois Local Resource Use
Plan. The Plan will be developed through a public involvement process and will include all
stakeholders and agencies.
Kamloops LRMP: Section 2.3.2: Area-Specific Objectives and Strategies:
The following section describes the Lac du Bois Protection Resource Management Zone in the
Kamloops LRMP, and outlines recommended allowable uses and activities.
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Lac du Bois Grasslands
The 15,000 hectares in Lac du Bois encompass a diverse range of ecosystems including extensive
grasslands, large stands of old growth Ponderosa Pine and Douglas-Fir, and many ponds, lakes and
riparian areas. It is a critical habitat area for bighorn sheep and mule deer.
The area is has a history of grazing that dates to the days of the Hudson's Bay Company. Some of the
area was homesteaded in the early 1900s. It is used extensively for a wide variety of recreational uses,
such as hiking, orienteering, mountain biking and snowmobiling.
This RMZ is unique in that several parcels of private land are wholly contained in its boundaries.
Provisions have been made to ensure that use of this private land will not be affected by the
management of the RMZ. The northwestern part of Lac du Bois overlaps Tranquille Creek
Community Watershed.
Management Category(ies)
•
•

•

Natural Environment
Heritage Areas and Natural and
Cultural Sites

•

Recreational gold panning (pan and shovel only) will be
permitted within 100m along both sides of the Tranquille
River.

•

Recreational gold panning on the Tranquille River will
extend from the mouth of the river to the bridge outside of
the RMZ.

•

An access corridor from Batchelor Hills to the Nobel Lake
area will continue for recreational motorcycle use. The
number of motorcycle trails in the RMZ will be reduced.

•

A replacement recreational motorcycle use area will be
sought outside the RMZ.

•

Private land surrounded by the RMZ will not be affected
by its protection status. Road and utility access to private
land within the RMZ will be allowed, even where current
access may not exist.

•

Ungrazed benchmarks have been identified and mapped in
the RMZ.

•

The part of the Isobel Lake Interpretative Forest that is
within the RMZ will continue to be used for educational
purposes in keeping with the objectives of the RMZ.

•

If the Tranquille Farm site defaults to the Crown, it is
recommended that the area be reviewed to include portions
into the RMZ.

Intensive Recreation and Tourism

March 31, 1996
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Management Strategies

Section 2.3

Lac du Bois Grasslands Protection RMZ cont'd
Management Category(ies)

Management Strategies
•

The existing road access from Tranquille through the RMZ
to Frederick Lake will continue to be allowed. Future
upgrading of the road for industrial use will be allowed.

•

Research conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture in the
Lac du Bois RMZ will continue.

•

The Tranquille Wildlife Management Area(WMA) will
remain a WMA within the overall bounds of this protection
RMZ, subject to the continuation of currently allowed
activities.

•

The control of knapweed, houndstongue, burdock and blue
weed will continue in the RMZ.

•

The existing Lac du Bois LRLTP will continue and will
form the basis of a multi-sector planning group.

•

Local level planning will address road access issues.

•

The Dal 2 mineral claims lands adjacent to Batchelor Hills
and Battle Bluff will be considered for eventual inclusion
into the RMZ based on the following criteria:
− If
a/ there has been no exploration activity over the 10
years;
b/ the claim area has been explored, but nothing worth
developing into production is found;
c/ the claims lapse; or
d/ the claims are willingly relinquished, then the area will
become part of the Protection RMZ.
− If
a/ exploration reveals signs of an economic deposit; or
b/ an economic deposit is found, then mineral
development will proceed, under the normal referral
process.
•

March 31, 1996

The area on the north side of Watching Creek will be
managed for visual concerns to an elevation of 900 m.

Section 2.3
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Grasslands, forests and ponds on the west side of Lac du Bois Grasslands
Park

Mara Hill has many complex geological formations
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Natural Resources
Climate
The climate in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park, as in much of the Thompson valley, is highly
variable from year to year. Precipitation is the critical factor in the grasslands and forests of the
park, with much of the moisture for plant growth primarily coming from the melting of the
winter snows.
Situated in the rain shadow of the Coast Mountains, but west of the wet Shuswap Highlands, the
Thompson valley is on the drier side of this transition zone. Average annual precipitation at
Kamloops is about 26 cm and this increases with the increase of elevation towards the forests in
the highest parts of the park. The driest months are March and April, with most of the rain
falling in June and August, often in the form of thunderstorms. Most of the snow falls in
December and January.
Studies have shown that rainfall during the growing season in the grasslands of the eastern
portion of the park increases from 13.5 cm in the lower grasslands to 19 cm in the upper
grasslands. Temperatures have been shown to decrease from 15° C to 11° C in the same season.
The average annual temperature is 8.4° C and decreases by ½ a degree for every 500 m increase
in elevation. The City of Kamloops has more hours of sunshine than most places in BC. The
sunshine and dry climate of Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park is highly conducive to yearround recreation.

Physiography
The park contains a wide variety of landscape features that are derived from the underlying
geology, and modified by glaciation and glacial deposits. The park is bounded by the North
Thompson to the east, the South Thompson and Kamloops Lake in the south, and the rolling,
lower slopes of the Bonaparte plateau in the north. A rim of hills defines the park's outer limits,
with Batchelor Range in the east, and Mara Hill and Battle Bluff to the south. Mara Hill,
Wheeler Mountain and Opax Hill form a western boundary for the rolling grasslands in the
eastern portion of the park.
The park rises in step-formation from the Thompson valley to the gently sloping grasslands, and
reaches an elevation of 1400 metres on the top of Opax Hill. The generally south-facing aspect
of most of the park forms the backdrop to the City of Kamloops, and gives visitors many
opportunities to enjoy wide-open views from the park.
Much of the landscape of the eastern portion of the park is a product of the advance and retreat
of glaciers. Till makes up most of the surficial deposits in the gentle to moderately sloping
terrain with thicker till probably present in the drumlinoid landforms in the park. Glaciofluvial
materials consisting of sandy pebbles and gravel underlie parts of the hummocky terrain in the
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park, with significant esker features at Pruden Pass and west of Long Lake. An interesting rill
complex of particularly rocky terrain with many small pot holes occurs west of Lac du Bois road
south of Island Lake. A thin veneer of aeolian sediments occurs over much of the area.
Water has played a significant role in the development of other features in the park. Tranquille
River flows through a deeply incised canyon that was created by the huge quantities of water that
poured off the Bonaparte Plateau to the north as the ice melted. A large delta of sorted gravels is
found on the south boundary of the park where the water deposited its load when it met the ice
that was sitting in the Thompson valley and Kamloops Lake. Many lakes, ponds, and wetlands
occur throughout the grasslands in the eastern portion of the park, some of them formed as kettle
holes when the ice retreated.
Outcrops of resistant basalts in the Dewdrop area, and on Mara and Opax Hills create spectacular
cliffs, with smaller cliffs elsewhere in the park. Long talus or colluvium slopes occur below the
cliffs and on steeper ground in these same areas. The lower slopes of Mara Hill display many
unique formations including contorted metamorphosed sediments, basalt "log piles", hoodoos,
and canyons. The rolling hills of the Batchelor Range on the east side of the park represent
rounded fragments of the ancient rocks that underlie them.

Geology
The bedrock of the Lac du Bois area spans more than 200 million years of geological history that
began in an ancient Pacific Ocean. Plate tectonics brought the oldest rocks in the eastern potion
of the park up against the ancient North American continent, that was somewhere near Chase.
These rocks are composed of sequences of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Upper Triassic
Nicola Group. The next major addition to the park area took place about 50 million years later
with the intrusion of the copper-rich Cherry Creek pluton and Iron Mask batholith (late Triassic)
in the Battle Bluff area.
Another 100 million years were to pass before the final addition to the park of the extensive
dacite and basalt lavas and sedimentary rocks of the 45 million year old Eocene and Oligocene
Kamloops Group. The high cliffs in the Dewdrop area are the most striking example of these
lavas, although they also form Opax Hill, Wheeler Mountain and the highest parts of Mara Hill.
These rocks filled a former lake, Tranquille Lake, that stretched from Cherry Bluff in the west to
east of the present North Thompson valley. Sediments deposited in that lake are now visible on
the lower south-facing slopes of Mara Hill, including the striking yellow layer of hoodoos. Sills
and dykes of the younger lavas forced their way through and between these ancient lake
sediments. A small area of fossils at the base of Battle Bluff also date from this time.

The Thompson valleys, including Kamloops Lake, cracked and split apart after the lavas had
been deposited. This split the old Cherry Bluff pluton in two and left a piece in the Battle Bluff
area separated from the rest of the intrusion on the south side of Kamloops Lake. A complex
series of faults occur throughout the western part of the park, dating from the Eocene volcanic
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period and earlier. They define the Tranquille River canyon and many small creeks, and they
guided the later development of the Thompson valleys and Kamloops Lake.
The major river valleys and Kamloops Lake were enlarged during the many glacial periods that
ended about 10,000 years ago. Glacial deposits left with the departure of the Pleistocene ice
sheet occur in varying amounts, particularly through the eastern parts of the park.

Soils
Soils of the Lac du Bois grasslands consist predominately of Chernozems. These soils were
developed on a glacial morainal blanket, containing glacial till and clays, overlying volcanic
bedrock west of Lac du Bois and sedimentary bedrock to the east. Orthic Brown Chernozems
typically have a coarse substrate which leads to the dry, well-drained species poor soils
recognised as the lower grasslands. Orthic Dark Brown Chernozems are soils consisting of
gravely tills which results in slightly better moisture retention. These soils characterise the
middle grasslands or moister areas of the Bunchgrass zone, and represent the transition zone of
big sage. Orthic Black Chernozems are composed of finer grained tills resulting in the deeper
organic layer of the upper grasslands and the grasslands of the Interior Douglas-fir zone. These
soils support a more diverse community of herbs and forbs.
Ponderosa pine stands of the lower and upper grasslands are developed on Dark Grey
Chernozems which consist of silty loams created on glacial fluvial and glacial lacustrine
deposits. These tend to be well drained due to their south- and east-facing aspects.
Other forested soils are mainly Orthic Luvisols consisting of large amounts of clay. Increased
moisture level with elevation and a shorter frost free season have resulted in a thicker, more
organic soil layer. Large accumulations of clay throughout the forested zones of the park have
given rise to numerous areas of poor drainage and an increase in wetlands and bogs from the
grasslands to the Interior Douglas-fir zone of the park.
Organic soils tend to be isolated but are most likely to be found around forested lakes. Colluvial
Regosols occur where bedrock is close to the surface, such as in the ponderosa pine forests along
the east side of the park and the mixed stands of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir in the
Tranquille canyon.
The thin, dry soils of the lower elevation grasslands are particularly vulnerable to disturbance
and there are many areas where previous over grazing and concentrated motorized and nonmotorised recreation have taken their toll.
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Water
In the dry landscape of the Lac du Bois Grasslands Park, water courses and water bodies enhance
habitat and species diversity, and recreation and visual values.
The park includes parts of four important year-round rivers and creeks: lower Watching Creek
and Tranquille River that flow into Kamloops Lake; McQueen Creek and lower Dairy Creek that
flow into the North Thompson. Many other small creeks and water courses run semipermanently, or intermittently, depending on the amount of precipitation received.
In the west the park includes a section of the steep, cliff shoreline of the large valley-bottom
Kamloops Lake. The Tranquille Wildlife Management Area is in the flood plain of the
Thompson River where it enters Kamloops Lake. It floods completely every year with spring
run-off, and a small pond often remains open through the winter to provide important habitat for
over-wintering waterfowl.
Numerous small lakes, ponds, potholes and wetlands occur throughout the park, and particularly
in the grasslands on the eastern side. Many are large and deep enough to be permanent, some dry
out annually and others can be dry for many years. Almost all are identified as Class 3 water
bodies under the Canada Land Inventory, Land Capability for Wildlife – waterfowl
classification. The Long Lake chain of lakes includes as many as a dozen connected water bodies
that drain into McQueen Creek. They are particularly important for waterfowl and fall grazing
cattle, which has management implications for this limited resource.
Deep Lake occupies a deep depression with a high hill as a backdrop in the north-west part of the
park and is a popular recreation destination for the residents of Westsyde.
Many springs occur throughout the park forming invaluable sources of water for early
homesteaders as well as the present ranchers.

Flora
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park contains many diverse vegetation communities ranging from semiarid grasslands to dry ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests. It is situated in both the
Thompson Basin and the North Thompson Upland Ecosections, and includes the transition areas
between them. The park includes representation of six major plant communities within a
distance of only 20 km., including three grassland communities, making it unusual within the
province.
Three of the 14 Biogeoclimatic Zones in British Columbia are represented in the park, including
the Bunchgrass zone (BG), Ponderosa Pine zone (PP) and Interior Douglas-fir zone (IDF).
Biogeoclimatic zones are areas that share a common climate that influences soil, vegetation, and
wildlife. See Figure 4.
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Many factors have influenced the present grasslands and forest communities we see today, and
are discussed below. Three grassland communities, lower, middle and upper grasslands, are
represented in the park, and will be discussed with reference to the relevant zones. Figure 5.

BUNCHGRASS ZONE
The Bunchgrass zone (BG) comprises the grasslands that dominate the lower elevation plateaux
of the North and South Thompson valleys, from 335 to 850 metres. This zone is located in
elevations below the Ponderosa Pine zone in the west of the park, but grades directly into the
Interior Douglas-fir zone in the north-east.
Two grassland variants, BGxh2 and BGxw1, are generally recognised, with each grading into the
other, but there are differences of opinion around boundaries. Precipitation changes, soil depth
and texture, topography and aspect play important roles in the differentiation of the various plant
communities within each variant, adding to their complexity.

BGxh2: Thompson Very Dry Hot Bunchgrass variant
This variant of the BG zone, also referred to as the lower grasslands, occurs from about 335 to
700 metres in elevation. It is found in the lower elevations of the eastern portions of the park, at
Battle Bluff and Dewdrop flats, in the lower Tranquille canyon and below Mara Hill. The hot,
dry climate has resulted in fragile ecosystems with poor soil development and limited organic
matter accumulation.
The lower grasslands are characterised by widely spaced clumps of bluebunch wheatgrass, big
sagebrush, and an array of early spring blooming plants. Interspersed between is a thin, fragile
layer of lichens, and mosses called a cryptogamic crust that help to protect the soil from erosion.
Areas of rough fescue can occur on cooler north-facing slopes even in this variant. Common
rabbitbrush, Sandberg’s bluegrass, non-native needle-and-thread grass, pasture sage, brittle
prickly-pear cactus, and low pussytoes are common in disturbed areas. Plants such as sagebrush
buttercup and yellow bells come into bloom in this variant even as the snow is melting in the
spring, and all plants have flowered and dried by early June.
The Tranquille Wildlife Management Area is situated in the lower elevations of this bunchgrass
variant, in the estuary of the Thompson River where it enters Kamloops Lake. Annual inundation
by spring runoff and subsequent deposition of annual layers of silts and sands ensure a rich
variety of plants and habitats in the area. Willows and black birch flank the bars that run beside
the river edge, along the foreshore of Kamloops Lake and the edge of the upland areas. The
upland areas used to support extensive areas of black birch, but they were cleared and cattle now
graze the area in April and a hay crop is taken off in the fall.
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BGxw1: Nicola Very Dry Warm Bunchgrass variant
This variant, also referred to as the middle grasslands, occurs above the BG xh2, between about
700 and 850 metres in elevation. In the park, it forms the sweeping vistas of grassland from north
of Batchelor Lake and the flanks of Wheeler Mountain to McQueen Creek, and from Mara Hill
north-east to Deep Lake. This very dry, warm variant experiences a cooler and moister
microclimate than the BGxh2 variant, which results in an increased number and diversity of
grasses and forbs, and a lower diversity of ground lichens in the cryptogamic crust.
Bluebunch wheatgrass is the characteristic grass species, although needle-and-thread grass has
taken its place in many areas. In some areas the native grasses have been ploughed and replaced
with crested wheatgrass and Canada bluegrass, two introduced forage species. Forbs include
arrow-leaved balsamroot, nodding onion, Thompson's paintbrush, mariposa lily, while such
drought-loving plants as prickly-pear cactus may be found on drier sites. Aspen copse patches
occur on moister soils, and giant wild rye on moist seepage sites. These grasslands are also
characterised as much by the absence of species such as big sagebrush as by the presence of any
other species, such as rough fescue.
Most of the lakes, ponds and wetlands found in the park occur in this variant, adding variety to
the landscape and to the vegetation. The Long Lake chain has a diversity of water-influenced
plant communities and areas of wetlands that provide habitat for nesting waterfowl. An area of
rocky terrain east of the Lac du Bois road and just south of Island Lake includes a series of
rocky knolls and small potholes that are variously filled with water depending on the seasonal
precipitation. The influence of aspect, topography and soils are demonstrated as one walks
around in this complex area.

PONDEROSA PINE ZONE
The ponderosa pine forests of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park occur as a narrow band at about 640
to 970 metres between the Bunchgrass and Interior Douglas-Fir variants in the west, and above
the BGxw1 variant in the far north-east. They occur on the hot, dry southerly aspects and rockier
hill slopes of the Dewdrop area, through the lower Tranquille canyon and around Mara Hill. In
the north east corner of the park they occur as patches on Hadley Ridge and cover the hills east
and north of Deep Lake. They are near the northern limits of their extent in British Columbia and
are intermixed with varying amounts of Douglas-fir, particularly on the moister sites and northfacing slopes. Most stands are of age class 8 (over 120 years old). Only one variant of this
forested biogeoclimatic zone occurs in the park.

PPxh2: Thompson Very Dry Hot Ponderosa Pine variant
The forests of the PPxh2 variant in the park are a mosaic of open ponderosa pine stands, mixed
stands of pine and fir, thickets of denser trees, snags, downed trees, and grassland. Bluebunch
wheatgrass, rough fescue, big sage, rabbit brush, yarrow and pasture sage are widespread,
although sage and rabbitbrush can be found in denser quantities in the lower elevations. The few
small grassland ponds tend to be saline and dry out as the year progresses, leaving a
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characteristic white edge rimmed with red saline-adapted plants such as European glasswort and
seablite. Abundant cliffs, exposed rocky areas and talus slopes provide further complexity in
plants to be found in this variant.
Fire has played a part in the development of these forests, either as ground fires or as
catastrophic stand-destroying fires. Ponderosa pines have a thick bark that resists all but the
hottest fires, and allowing the trees to survive lower intensity fires.
In some parts of the park the larger trees from these forests have been logged. In 1907,
ponderosa pines as old as 400 years were milled at Pruden Pass for use at the Tranquille
Sanatorium. In the 1920's and 1950's, trees were cut in the winter and taken to sawmills in the
Lac du Bois area where they were milled for use as fruit boxes. Much of the remaining
undisturbed forest is in steep or inaccessible places, such as the Tranquille canyon and the slopes
of Mara Hill.

INTERIOR DOUGLAS-FIR ZONE
Douglas-fir-dominated forests occur from about 850 to 1250 metres, above the ponderosa pine
forests in the west of the park and above the BGxw1 variant grasslands in the east. The forests
are a complex of mixed age older stands, with many areas of old growth in age-class 8 (120
years and older), although old growth characteristics including veterans, snags and downed
wood, can be found throughout. Stands typically consist of pure Douglas-fir or fir mixed with
ponderosa pine at lower elevations and with lodgepole pine in the higher elevations. Frost can
occur at any time in the Douglas-fir forests, and a lack of moisture during the growing season is
common.
Fire, insects and diseases have played an important part in the development of Douglas-fir
forests. Fires are typically low intensity ground fires, burning only small patches of trees, killing
the shrubs and small trees, but leaving the thick-barked older trees. Spruce budworm infestations
have left patches of dead and poorly-functioning trees, while root rot diseases have created snags
and downed trees. The more easily accessible stands were very lightly logged in winter or with
horses in the 1920's and 1950's, with stumps and small grown over skid roads evidence of the
activity. Fir thickets are evident on regenerating sites and are valuable roosting areas for
flammulated owls.
This zone is characterized by a grassland variant and two forested variants in the park, where
elevation, aspect and topography have influenced the development of the plant community.

IDFxh2a: Thompson Very Dry Hot Interior Douglas-fir Variant
The IDFxh2a is the grassland phase of the IDFxh2 variant, also called the upper grasslands,
occurring above the BGxw1 variant at from 850 to 975 metres in elevation. It ranges from north
of Corral Lake and McQueen Creek to the Griffin Lake Forest Service Road, and from Lac du
Bois north-west to beyond Dairy Creek. Temperatures at this elevation are moderated and
precipitation is greater, giving rise to an abundant floral display.
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The characteristic grass is rough fescue, although Columbia needlegrass, Kentucky bluegrass,
Junegrass and even bluebunch wheatgrass can occur. Arrow-leaved balsamroot occurs in waves
in some areas, and chocolate lily, larkspur, sticky geranium, death camas and umbrella plant are
common. Aspens growing in the moister sites and north-facing slopes, and patches of rose and
snowberry add to the variety of the landscape and the complex of habitats in this part of the park.

IDFxh2: Thompson Very Dry Hot Interior Douglas-fir variant
The IDFxh2 variant occurs at the lower elevations of the IDF zone, above the ponderosa pine
zone in the Tranquille canyon and Dewdrop areas, on Wheeler Mountain, the lower slopes of
Opax hill and on Clapperton Ridge. This dry Douglas-fir forest occurs at elevations above about
970 metres where moisture is sufficient for tree growth. While Douglas-fir trees of all ages are
the dominant species, mixed stands with ponderosa pine occur on the drier sites and on more
southerly aspects, particularly on the south side of Wheeler Mountain.
A variety of understory shrubs and flowering plants such as common snowberry, birch-leaved
spirea, saskatoon, Oregon-grape, Indian paintbrush, tiger lily, creamy peavine add to the
diversity of this forest. Pinegrass is the dominant grass species, although many openings in the
forest occur on dry south-facing slopes that contain plants more typical of the grassland
communities at lower elevations.

IDFdk1: Thompson Dry Cool Interior Douglas Fir Variant
This variant occurs between about 1100 and 1450 metres and is dominated by Douglas-fir, with
lodge pole pine at the higher elevations. The forest is a mosaic of mixed ages of trees, from very
old individual trees to thickets of young trees, snags, aspen, birch, and grassy openings. These
open forests are distinguished by a herb-dominated understory with a high cover of pinegrass,
and smaller amounts of birch-leaved spirea, soopolallie, kinnikinnick and twinflower.
Open, rocky sites found in this variant have colourful, mixed forbs and lichen mats. Several bogs
of varying sizes occur on the highest parts of Opax Hill where water is contained in rock
depressions or held above clay soils.

Benchmark Sites of Ungrazed Areas
Cattle grazing will continue in the Lac du Bois Grasslands Park and is managed by the Ministry
of Forests, Kamloops Forest District . The Kamloops LRMP Policy on Domestic Livestock
Grazing specifies that Benchmark Sites of Ungrazed Areas are to be established and that
monitoring is to occur over time to track changes in the grassland ecosystems. Several areas have
been established in the different grassland and forested variants. These areas are also described
in the Tenures section under the Grazing heading.
Ungrazed areas include the fenced Cinnamon Pasture below Mara Hill in the BGxh2 and a large
area along various parts of the west side of the Long Lake chain and McQueen Creek in the
BGxw1.The Lac du Bois ungrazed area strategy also takes into account the two pre-existing
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Ecological Reserves to achieve the desired representation of park ecosystems. The Long Lake
ungrazed area was fenced in 1997 and includes access points to the lakes for livestock watering.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada exclosures in the park have been fenced from grazing use and
studied since as early as 1936. One area, the Tranquille Relict, has been ungrazed since 1915 and
fenced since 1936. The study sites range from large, extensive pastures, such as South Wheeler,
to small exclosures of about 25m x 30m. Studies have focussed on forage crops, livestock diet
and health, although in some instances forbs and wildlife data has been collected. This research
is described in more detail in Research, below.
Ministry of Forests Research Branch also has some small exclosures in the Long Lake area.

Influences on ecosystem structure and patterns
Many factors, including cattle grazing, logging, fire, insects and diseases, and human use have
and continue to influence the structure and patterns of ecosystems in the grasslands and forests of
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. They present special problems for park management and the
maintenance of natural values. The spread of non-native plants is of particular concern and is
discussed separately below.
Most of the grasslands of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park have been grazed by cattle, horses and
sheep over the past 150 years; some areas so heavily that they were described in the 1930's as
"dust bowls". Cattle numbers have been reduced and timing and areas of use have been carefully
managed for a number of years, so the present grassland communities are considered to be
immensely improved since those days. The forested areas of the park are also used for cattle
grazing, usually in late spring and early summer.
The most accessible, lower elevation forests of the park have been logged to some degree,
particularly in the period 1912-24 and in the 1950's. Winter logging and horse logging removed
larger, individual trees along narrow skid trails with minor impact on the surrounding forest. The
openings created by these activities have since grown in. In some places conifers are spreading
into the grasslands of the park.
Low precipitation in these dry forests, combined with hot summers that include frequent
lightning storms results in wildfires. The frequency of fires in these forests varies from a few
years to many decades or even hundreds of years. A major fire occurred in the Tranquille valley
in 1890 above the park and in the Opax Hill area in 1927. Fires in the dry forests of the interior
of the province have been aggressively suppressed since the 1950's, but it is not clear how many
fires have been suppressed in the forests of the park. Human-caused fires could also be a factor,
but there is little record of fires started by First Nations people, or of fires having occurred in the
area of the park in recent history.
Human activities that have altered or eliminated plant communities in the park include breaking
the ground for crop or forage production, and extensive use of the lower elevation grasslands for
motorised recreation. Homesteaders lived on sections of land in the Pruden Pass and Long Lake
areas of the grasslands in the period from about 1912-24. Many cultivated their land to grow
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food crops and also kept their own cattle and horses. Areas of the lower grasslands were
ploughed and seeded to crested wheatgrass to provide forage for cattle.
The open and fragile nature of the grasslands have made them very vulnerable to the impact of
motorised vehicle use over many years. Areas have been deeply scarred and eroded as a result of
being concentrated at preferred sites. The exposed mineral soils have become seedbeds for nonnative species, which have spread aggressively.

Weed Infestations
One of the greatest threats to the natural grassland communities in the Lac du Bois area is
invasion by introduced non-native plants. Knapweed species (including diffuse knapweed,
spotted knapweed and Russian knapweed) are established extensively throughout the lower and
middle grasslands. Toadflax, sulphur cinquefoil, and houndstongue are also of serious concern.
Other weeds occur in smaller patches or as individuals throughout the grasslands. The park is
particularly vulnerable to the spread of new alien weeds such as rush skeletonweed. The extent
of weed infestations in the park pose a problem for park management and the protection of
natural values.
Large areas of knapweed have spread since the 1970's in the southern portions of the area as a
result of widespread disturbances, often associated with motorised vehicles, over many years.
Many of the road closures and off-road restrictions that have been implemented as part of the
Lac du Bois planning processes have recognised this threat of weed introduction.
The largest area infested by knapweed occurs from the park boundary at Pruden Pass Road
north-east to the Long Lake Road and the south end of Long Lake. Another large area occurs
south of Island Lake to north of Long Lake on the east side of Lac du Bois Road. Many other
small patches occur on areas of thin or gravely soils, often on the tops of small hills.
The control method of choice used to be regular, widespread, applications of chemicals applied
as sprays, but this is now only used on very small patches to prevent new infestations. Ministry
of Forests has had an extensive biocontrol program in place for almost 15 years. Hundreds of
releases have been made of insects that feed on only the knapweed species in an effort to control
the spread of this noxious weed. The success of weed control in the park rests on these
introductions of agents, as well as future releases of other biocontrol agents.
Other serious weed infestations include a large area of toadflax on the slopes east of Long Lake
and an area of houndstongue and burdock along the Blue Ravine area of McQueen Creek.
Other non-native species include Kentucky bluegrass, Canada bluegrass, crested wheatgrass and
others.
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Fauna
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is blessed with an incredible variety of plant communities over a
very varied landscape that provides habitats for numerous wildlife species. Grasslands, forests,
lakes, ponds, wetlands, riparian areas, estuarine areas, rocky slopes and cliffs are just a few of
the broad categories of habitats available. The dry climate with short winters and warm summers
adds to the ability of the area to support varieties of species. Many species are at the northern
limits of their range, and others exploit special niches in particular habitats
Many natural and man-made influences over the past 150 years have affected the structure of the
plant communities in the park, with consequences for the wildlife dependent on them. Changes
to ecosystems as a result of climate change, and loss of habitat in surrounding areas, also impact
wildlife in the park. Recent changes in management of livestock grazing have lead to marked
improvement in grasslands habitats, while management of access and changes to hunting
regulations have reduced recreation impacts on wildlife populations. Efforts are being made to
re-introduce some species that were recorded from the area in the past. Provincially rare Redand Blue-listed species are discussed separately below.
A preliminary list of species that can be expected to be in the park can be found in Appendix 4.

Birds
The many different habitats and habitat elements to be found in the small area of Lac du Bois
Grasslands Park gives rise to a wide variety of bird species. The Thompson River estuary at
Tranquille is strategically located and is provincially significant. Almost 50% of all species
recorded in the province have been seen there. The rare species, burrowing owl, prairie falcon,
brewer's sparrow, peregrine falcon, flammulated owl, sharp-tailed grouse, Lewis’ woodpecker,
long-billed curlew, and white-throated swift are discussed in more detail below.
The grasslands of the park are home to a variety of ground-nesting birds such as the sharp-tailed
grouse, long-billed curlew, vesper sparrow, and meadowlark. Killdeer and common nighthawks
lay their eggs directly on the ground. These species rely on the availability of good cover for
nesting amongst the grassland plants, along with a plentiful supply of seeds, or insects for food.
Other species are dependent on the grasslands for parts of their daily requirements, including the
mountain bluebird, American kestrel, hawks, and owls.
The many lakes and wetlands within the park support a varying number of waterfowl both in
migration and for nesting. Spring migration of waterfowl can be monitored easily along the Lac
du Bois road as the ponds and wetlands at successively higher elevations open up as the season
progresses. Spring surveys of 24 ponds and wetlands along Lac du Bois road and Long Lake
road by Canadian Wildlife Service, Ducks Unlimited, Ministry of Environment, Kamloops
Naturalist Club, and volunteers have been carried out since1987. Common breeding species
include mallard, American wigeon, lesser scaup, redhead, green-winged teal, others include
gadwall, northern shoveller, Barrow's goldeneye, cinnamon teal, blue-winged teal, and ringnecked duck. The upland areas around the ponds are important nesting areas for many of these
waterfowl. Some of the marshes and wetlands are also home to a variety of blackbirds, marsh
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wrens and rails. Concentrations of cattle around the scarce water bodies of the park have resulted
in a loss of riparian values, a concern that has been addressed in the Long Lake chain.
There is a wide variety of passerine birds in the park, especially in the ecotone between
grasslands and forests, in riparian areas and broad-leaved copses, including swallows, warblers,
finches, thrushes and sparrows. The Townsend's solitaire is a particularly interesting species as
company on a hike; finding it's nest tucked on the ground under a dead log is an even greater
reward. Woodpeckers are an important feature of all the forests, taking advantage of the
abundant insect life to be found in and on the trees. A variety of owls species are found in both
the grasslands and the forests of the park, making a night-time visit to the forests an exciting
experience.
Tranquille Wildlife Management Area is particularly important for migrating, breeding, and
over-wintering birds. All except the riparian areas are inundated to varying levels each year in
June and July, reducing the available nesting habitat considerably. The riparian areas, however
are usually alive with singing, and nesting, birds from May to July. A list of 216 species includes
loons, grebes, herons, swans, geese, ducks, eagles, osprey, hawks, falcons, grouse, rails, coots,
shorebirds, gulls, owls, hummingbirds, woodpeckers, flycatchers, swallows, thrushes, blackbirds,
finches, sparrows. Over 2000 geese commonly over winter, while as many as 100 tundra swans
and individuals of many rare or unusual species are occasionally recorded.

Mammals
Open forests with plentiful shrubs and low snowfall make the forests of Lac du Bois Grasslands
Park important for large numbers of mule deer in late fall and winter. The grasslands are used
primarily in spring, and are particularly important to the health of pregnant does. The main areas
of deer use are the forests and open slopes of Opax Hill, Wheeler Mountain and Mara Hill , with
much smaller numbers in the forests overlooking the populated Westsyde. Anecdotal reports
mention hundreds of deer seen on walks from Tranquille to Lac du Bois Lake in the 1930's, but
the present population of about 200 deer is considered to be a healthy size. White-tailed deer are
becoming more common but are not in large numbers yet.
California bighorn sheep were introduced to the Dewdrop area west of the park in 1969 and have
become an important part of the park fauna. Sheep require bunchgrass grassland that has good
escape terrain in the form of cliffs, rocky ground, steep slopes or canyons. Access to open
forested areas is needed for protection in severe winters. One herd remains generally in the area
west of Tranquille River, and can often be seen on an old burned area east of Battle Bluff and on
the slopes of Mara Hill. Sheep go down to Tranquille River and Kamloops Lake for water; the
area of Battle Bluff is critical for lambing from mid-April to mid-June.
Coyote can be seen usually as lone individuals, but occasionally as families throughout the
grasslands of the park. Red fox are more likely to be seen on the slopes above Westsyde where
the many gullies give them access to the valley. Short-tailed weasel have been recorded in the
McQueen and Dairy Creek valleys. Black bear are commonly found in the higher forests of the
park, , in Tranquille Canyon, Hadley Ridge, McQueen and Dairy Creek valleys. The more
secretive cats, the bobcat and cougar are less likely to be seen. River otters, beaver, muskrat and,
rarely, moose are found at Tranquille. Many small mammals can be found in the park, including
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red squirrel, northern flying squirrel, red-pine chipmunk, deer mouse, four species of shrews,
red-backed voles, and meadow voles.

Reptiles and Amphibians
A good representation of all species of snakes, frogs and toads found in the interior occur within
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park, each having quite specific habitat requirements. Great basin
spadefoot toad, western rattlesnake, rubber boa, yellow-bellied racer, gopher snake and painted
turtle are all listed species requiring special habitat protection and are described more fully
below. Common and western terrestrial garter snake is found in many of the ponds and adjacent
grasslands or forests; these species over-winter in large numbers in communal dens, but none
are known to have been recorded in the park.
Pacific tree frogs and spotted frog are found around the ponds and wetlands of the upper
grasslands and surrounding forests. Western toads are common, particularly in spring during
breeding season. Long-toed salamanders prefer the small ponds and wetlands of the Douglas-fir
forests.

Insects
Insect populations are not well documented, but can be expected to be represented by species
typical of the various habitats identified within the park. Monarch butterflies are known to breed
at Tranquille Wildlife Management Area, and Rocky Mountain wood ticks occur throughout the
lower elevations of the park. Grasshoppers are found in all the grasslands, but not in the huge
numbers of years past. The outbreak in 1944 was described as the "worst and most widespread in
the history of BC". Insect studies are described in more detail under Research, below.

Fish
Although most of the lakes within the park are devoid of fish, Deep Lake supports a population
of brook trout. Tranquille River has rainbow trout and is a potential spawning site for coho
salmon. As part of the Salmonid Enhancement Program, 3000 coho eggs and fry from Louis
Creek are released into Tranquille River every spring . These are raised at various elementary
schools in the local School District as part of an interpretive program for the students. Survival
of these fish is in some doubt because of conditions in the Tranquille River.
There have been several unsuccessful stocking attempts at Long Lake. It was stocked with
brook trout in 1977, 1984, and 1985 however the attempts failed due to low levels of dissolved
oxygen.
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Research
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park and surrounding areas have been the focus for many research
studies on a wide range of topics, and some of a long duration. The following is only a brief
discussion of some of the known studies.

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada has conducted research in the area of the park since 1936,
with a particular emphasis on forage crops and issues associated with livestock and grazing. The
1944 grasshopper infestation led to studies for their control.
Three research sites are in the lower grasslands, on the lower west slopes of Mara Hill. One area
has been fenced since 1938 and has been used to study the effects on grassland species without
grazing. At another site, sage was removed and the effects of time of grazing on bluebunch
wheatgrass was studied until 1982. The third site was used to study adaptation in domestic plant
species.
Many 160 acre research sites were established in the middle grasslands that were fenced in 1978
with ARDSA funding. All have been used to study the effects of season of grazing and rest
rotation on grassland plant communities and cattle gains. The sites east of Long Lake have also
been used for cattle health and nutrition studies. A study in 1988-92 evaluated antidotes for
timber milk-vetch poisoning. Scientific papers comparing the effects of these treatments on plant
communities and soil characteristics are in preparation.
The forests of Wheeler Mountain and Opax Hill are also part of the Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada pasture system and are generally lightly grazed. The Wheeler Mountain research area
was established in 1947 and includes studies of plants poisonous to cattle. The Opax Hill
research site was fenced in 1965 and has been used to study the effects of continuous and
rotational grazing on plant community composition and cattle gains.
An extensive species list of plants encountered in the past 20 years has been compiled and
herbarium specimens have been entered into a database. Data and results from the earliest studies
by staff at the Research Station are no longer locally available, but much has been used in
designing present grazing systems. Annual reports are available in the Research Station library
that include information on all research projects.

University of British Columbia
Dr. George Spencer, of UBC spent the years from 1939-1952 studying the insects of the Lac du
Bois area. Unfortunately he did not publish much, but information can be gleaned from three of
his papers.
Dr. Geoff Scudder, of UBC, also spent many years studying aquatic insects at Mirror Lake and at
the saline pond on Dewdrop flats. Information on the physical and chemical features of the lakes,
and lists of insects can be found in the many papers written as a result of these studies. Dr.
Scudder was also involved in an Ecological Reserve proposal in which insect species are listed.
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University College of the Cariboo
Studies on the habitat needs of the western rattlesnake and great basin gopher snake in the
Thompson-Nicola region were initiated in 1999. Some snakes were found in the Dewdrop area,
apparently attracted to the concrete berms put across closed roads. A similar study is looking at
badgers and their habitat needs in the same area.
Students at University College of the Cariboo have conducted scientific, but unofficial, breeding
bird surveys along Lac du Bois Road and along Red Lake Road. Studies of ponds and wetlands
in relation to

Wildlife Branch
The flammulated owl has been the subject of a number of studies for several years. Astrid van
Woudenberg completed a Master's Thesis on the flammulated owls of Wheeler Mountain, with
support from the Wildlife Branch.
A biophysical habitat analysis of the Lac du Bois area was prepared by K.A. Enns and J. M.
Ryder in 1992 for the Wildlife Branch. The unpublished report includes a detailed map of the
habitats of the area with their descriptions, and an extensive wildlife list.
A burrowing owl introduction program was initiated by the Wildlife Branch of the Ministry of
Environment, Lands & Parks in 1992 in conjunction with Kamloops Wildlife Park. Studies have
been conducted to understand the requirements of the owls for successful reintroduction.
A study and extension program is being developed by Ministry of Environment, Wildlife Branch
for sharp-tailed grouse in the park and other areas. It includes radio-collaring birds to determine
their seasonal habitat needs.

Canadian Wildlife Service
Canadian Wildlife Service, in conjunction with Ducks Unlimited Canada and Kamloops
Naturalist Club members, has conducted annual water-bird surveys on lakes, ponds and
wetlands in the Lac du Bois area since 1989. Annual reports are sent to landowners in the survey
areas.

Ministry of Forests
Many studies at the Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems Research Project, adjacent to the park,
have relevance to an understanding of the Douglas-fir forests and of wildlife habitat needs in the
park. Studies include structure and function of the Douglas-fir forest, nesting and foraging
requirements of cavity-nesting birds, studies of salamander habitat, and faunal biodiversity. A
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study of arboreal beetles in the Douglas-fir forests found 153 species in 38 families, with others
to be identified.

Kamloops Naturalist Club
There are three Bluebird Routes in the park, one in the Dewdrop area and two in the Pruden Pass
area. Nest boxes have been put out, monitored, cleaned, and repaired by members of the
Kamloops Naturalist Club for 15 years. All data has been collated as part of a much larger
system of trails and is retained by the club.

Red- and Blue-listed Species
Red- and Blue-listed species are determined by the Conservation Data Centre and the Wildlife
Branch using internationally accepted criteria: provincial abundance, estimated occurrences,
range, trends, protected occurrences, and threats. A ranking from 1-5 has been established, with
red-listed species being 1-2 and blue-listed 3 or 3-4.
The Red List includes species or sub-species that are designated as threatened or endangered
under the Wildlife Act, or are candidates for that designation. Blue-listed species are vulnerable
taxa that could become candidates for the Red List, or taxa suspected of being vulnerable but
information is lacking to put them in another category.

Plants
A number of plant species that are rare or of special interest are found within Lac du Bois
Grasslands Park. Many of the records are fairly recent but a few date back to 1960's and 1950's.
They would need to be checked out for present occurrence. The following list of the recorded
Red- and Blue-listed species was provided by the Conservation Data Centre.

• Red List:
Geyer's Onion (Allium geyeri var. tenerum) – NW of Long Lake
Awned Cyperus (Cyperus squarrosus) – Tranquille
Scarlet Gaura (Gaura coccinea) – NE of Long Lake
Rough Pennyroyal (Hedeoma hispida) – Mara Hill
Small-flowered ipomopsis (Ipomopsis minutiflora) - Tranquille
Oregon checker-mallow (Sidalcea oregana var procera) – NE of Long Lake

• Blue List:
Hudson Bay Sedge (Carex heleonastes) – meadow on Opax Hill
Dotted Smartweed (Polygonum punctatum) – Tranquille, Dewdrop
Okanogan fameflower (Talinum sediforme) – various sites on Kamloops lavas
Many of the numerous rocky outcrops of the Kamloops lavas support various sizes of mats of the
blue-listed Okanogan Fameflower (Talinum sediforme). This is a tiny plant that only grows
between about 800-1500m and only on the screes formed on these particular volcanic rocks. It
prefers the gentle, south- or south-west facing slopes just above precipitous cliffs. Plants flower
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for a very brief period from early May to mid-July, with each individual bloom lasting only a
day. There are at least seven sites on the top and south-facing slopes of Mara Hill, some on
Wheeler Mountain and Opax Hill, others in Tranquille canyon. These fragile plants are very
easily destroyed by trampling.

Wildlife
Many red- and blue-listed wildlife species occur in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. Most are
adapted to very particular sets of habitat conditions and it will be important when making
management decisions that those conditions are protected.
The following lists are :
a) the recorded species, as provided by the Conservation Data Centre
b) listed species known to use the habitats in the park at some time of the year

• Red List:
a) burrowing owl
b) prairie falcon, Brewer's sparrow, peregrine falcon, western grebe, sage thrasher

• Blue List:
a) great basin spadefoot toad, flammulated owl, sharp-tailed grouse
b) painted turtle, rubber boa, yellow-bellied racer, gopher snake, western rattlesnake, badger,
Lewis’ woodpecker, long-billed curlew, white-throated swift, lark sparrow
Burrowing owls are thought to have existed in small colonies in Lac du Bois and other areas
around Kamloops, based on anecdotal information. Captive-bred yearling owls have been
released in artificially constructed burrows in the grasslands in three locations: two sites on
private land at Pruden’s Pass road, close to the southern boundary of the park, and an area near
Long Lake. Birds have paired up, and young birds have been reared, but returns of birds the
following year were not encouraging. A limiting factor in the success of the project may be the
size of the meadow vole population in the area.
Western grebe are recorded at Tranquille Wildlife Management Area, but most are migrants
from the prairies.
Prairie falcon, brewer's sparrow, peregrine falcon, and sage thrasher are all species that
have been recorded in the area of the park in recent years, but only as occasional individuals. A
prairie falcon aerie was reported in the "Lac du Bois area" relatively protected by rough
topography; it is now listed locally as a rare occurrence. Peregrine falcons are recorded
occasionally in Pruden's Pass and may also use the rock faces along the pass. Sage thrasher has
been recorded just outside the park near Batchelor Lake. Elements of habitat for each of these
species that is available in the park needs to be identified and managed for.
The great basin spadefoot toad has been found in some numbers in the ponds of the lower
grasslands. This toad burrows into the soft ground at the edge of the pond at the end of summer
and waits until favourably wet conditions occur again. The wait may be for many years. More
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inventory is needed to determine the extent and numbers, as well as research to establish
protection of their habitat around riparian edges of the ponds.
The flammulated owl nests in the dry Douglas-fir forests of the park from about 650 to 1350
metres. The owls prefer to nest in cavities in large ponderosa pine trees, but will use Douglas-fir
and aspen. They forage in openings in the forest and use dense younger trees for escape or
roosting. Their food consists of a variety of insects, especially orthopterans, and they will feast
on western spruce budworm larvae when there is an outbreak. They will also occasionally take
small mammals like shrews.
Sharp-tailed grouse are a species of concern in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. Their numbers are
known to have declined over the last decades. These grouse use a variety of habitats during the
year, all of which are critical to their survival in the park. Males gather in early spring at mating
ground called ‘leks’ and nesting takes place in the grassland within two kilometres of a them.
Sharp-tailed grouse require good ground cover for nesting and protection of their broods. They
spend the winter in the edges of the surrounding forest or in shrubby draws and aspen patches.
The reptile species found in the park all occur during spring and summer as individuals, and
hibernate individually or in colonial dens. Not enough is known about their habits or their
requirements. Painted turtles can be found regularly at the Tranquille Wildlife Management
Area. Rubber boas can be found occasionally in summer in the lower grasslands and hibernate as
individuals under the bark of snags or downed, dead trees. Yellow-bellied racer and gopher
snake are associated with rocky, talus terrain. Western rattlesnakes have been considerably more
plentiful than they are now, and a recent study has found three hibernacula, one in the park and
two south of its border.
Badgers apparently historically were more widespread than they are now. Individuals and their
characteristic holes have been reported occasionally in recent years. A stated objective of
Wildlife Branch for Lac du Bois LRUP is to restore a viable population of badgers. A new
survey hopes to determine the extent and numbers of the populations, and their habitat needs.
Lewis’ woodpecker is a bird of the ponderosa pine forests, cottonwood riparian, and open
grasslands edge, using old pine or cottonwood snags with lots of heart rot for nesting. It will
often use cavities abandoned by other woodpecker species. It prefers the nest tree to be
surrounded by a good cover of trees and shrubbery where it will be able to find the insects it
needs. Never numerous, it can often be found in the riparian areas around the Tranquille Wildlife
Management Area and on Mara Hill and Dewdrop.
Long-billed curlews nest on the ground in the lower and middle grasslands of the park,
preferring a large, open, lightly grazed area. Disturbance during the nesting and rearing season
must be avoided.
White-throated swift and lark sparrow are two species that are known to occur just outside the
park boundary and it is expected that they use habitat elements in the park.
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Visual, Recreation and Tourism Values
Features and Attractions
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park offers recreation settings and features that are:

• Of provincial to international importance for outdoor recreation and wildlife viewing. BC’s
grassland regions have been deemed internationally significant for outdoor recreation
(LUCO), and Lac du Bois is one of the few Protected Areas in BC with extensive grassland.
Viewing opportunities for high profile wildlife species like California bighorn sheep and
mule deer are readily available in the park, as well as opportunities to discover more elusive
or rare animals and birds.

• Diverse and Unique. Within a compact area it is possible to travel from valley bottom
through lower, middle and upper grassland into forested uplands, or from lakeshore and
marshland through river canyon to upper plateau. In few other places can you go from the
hot sage-covered lower grasslands to cooler dry Douglas fir forests in such a short distance.
The variety of landforms and diversity of habitats and recreation opportunities makes the
park provincially unique.

• Close to Kamloops and easily accessible. Located within less than ½ hour drive of the City
of Kamloops, and on the doorstep of neighbourhoods such as Westsyde and Brocklehurst,
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park provides opportunities for recreation that are easily
accessible even when only a small amount of time is available. Although it is a near-urban
park, there is a sense of solitude that provides visitors with a wilderness-type of experience.

• Close to important tourist routes. Located within ½ hour drive of the Trans Canada and
Yellowhead Highways, there is potential for attracting “casual” tourists as well as organized
tours to the park. This attraction may encourage tourists to stay an extra day in the Kamloops
area. The park’s location close to tourist accommodations in the City makes it particularly
attractive for short stays.

• Well suited for non-motorized trail-oriented recreation. At the present level of use, the park
is also well suited to a free-roaming exploration by walkers, using existing informal trails or
suitable routes.

• Located in an area where climate is conducive to year-round outdoor recreation.
• Inspirational for artistic and spiritual uses
Primary recreation features of the park are shown in Figure 6.
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Lac du Bois Grasslands Park has been identified as having features which offer excellent
potential for nature study and wildlife viewing (Bufo, 1992). Primary wildlife viewing resources
are:
• The potholes, lakes and ponds on the grasslands for viewing migrating and nesting waterfowl
and other wetland wildlife
• The Dewdrop cliffs for viewing California bighorn sheep and mule deer.
• The Tranquille WMA for viewing waterfowl, shorebirds, and migrating passerines, Coyotes
and mule deer.
• Species of special interest because of limited distribution in BC or ease of observation.
These include flammulated owl, long-billed curlew, , clay-coloured sparrow, California
bighorn sheep, sharp-tailed grouse, white throated swifts.
Natural landform features vary throughout the park and influence the distribution of recreation
opportunities.
In the eastern third of the park, rolling grasslands are highly conducive to trail recreation. The
wide open setting and ‘big sky’ offers a sense of freedom, and landscape that beckons
exploration. Gentle terrain allows for ease of travel while rolling hills and steep valley side
slopes provide challenge and intrigue, especially for activities like mountain biking and
orienteering. A long history of motorized recreation use has left a maze of trails now used for
mountain biking and other trail recreation. Many hikers cherish the freedom to wander and
explore the park not limited to specific trails.
In the rolling grasslands, small lakes and potholes, like the Long Lake chain and Deep Lake
provide recreation destinations for scenic- and wildlife viewing, nature study, and picnicking.
Deep Lake has been stocked with Brook trout and provides fishing opportunities, while Long
Lake is undeveloped but has fishery potential.
In a north-south alignment through the middle of the park are three hills, separated by steep sided
valleys and bounded on the west by the Tranquille River valley. In this area, motorised
recreation has been restricted to open roads since 1975. Although there have been some
problems with non-compliance, there is a marked difference in the extent of ad hoc trails
between the east and west side of Lac du Bois Road.
Rising steeply from the Thompson River Valley is Mara Hill, the most easily accessible hill.
Mara Hill is a popular destination for trail recreation and provides an excellent viewpoint of the
Kamloops area, Tranquille River valley, and Lac du Bois grasslands. Steep slopes, and
interesting geological formations including a canyon, hoodoos, and basalt “log piles”, on the
south slopes are interesting features for viewing and exploring. This is also a great location for
wildlife viewing (deer and sheep) and nature study.
Wheeler Mountain and Opax Hill are forested, but offer views in all directions from clearings at
select locations and opportunities for trail recreation and nature study. The views over
Tranquille canyon from the west flanks of Wheeler Mountain are breath-taking. On the south
east side of Opax Hill, a rock bluff overlooking Lac du Bois is a destination for hiking and
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Sagebrush dominated grasslands below the cliffs of Wheeler Mountain and Opax
Hill

Glacial landforms dominate the middle grasslands around Long
Lake
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viewing. Valleys between these hills provide routes between the Tranquille River canyon and
Lac du Bois grasslands and potential for circle routes.
The Tranquille River valley is a major landform and visual feature of regional importance. At
the bottom of the valley, the Tranquille River flows tightly enclosed within a canyon with limited
safe access for recreation. The lowermost section of the river, about 1.5 km within the park is
accessible for fishing, hiking, nature study and picnicking. This area was historically used for
gold extraction, and old prospector’s cabins and riverside rock piles remain from early gold
workings. Today the lower Tranquille River is used for recreational gold panning.
Upstream there are dramatic erosion features including cliffs, and hoodoos, but limited
accessibility. Slopes above the river are used by deer year-round and provide good viewing
opportunities. The entire Tranquille River corridor provides opportunities for discovering
interesting rocks.
A small flat area at the Watching Creek junction provides camping opportunities and was
historically managed as a small Forest Recreation Site. In this area, both lower Watching Creek
and Tranquille River have moderate slopes that allow for riverside hiking, although at present
there is no bridge crossing. An interesting feature on the east side of Tranquille River is a large
‘balancing rock’ potentially accessible by trail.
West of the Tranquille River slopes rise steeply to the Red Plateau. A small hill on the west
slopes of the lower Tranquille River corridor (the “Pimple”) is a popular hiking destination and
viewpoint, and is occasionally used as a hang-glide launch site. The south slopes of Red Plateau
are comprised of steep cliffs, deep gullies, and interesting geologic features sparsely forested
with Ponderosa pine. This allows for excellent viewing, one of the main features of the Dewdrop
Trail which traverses these slopes.
As well as providing viewpoints of the Thompson River valley and Kamloops area, the Dewdrop
cliffs offer a rare opportunity for viewing of California bighorn sheep. This is of particular
interest in the spring during and following lambing.
Below the cliffs, Dewdrop Flats provides a scenic route of wildlife viewing and nature study, and
trail recreation. This is also the site of a model aeroplane flying strip.
Battle Bluff is a prominent knoll above Kamloops Lake with excellent potential as a lake
viewpoint. This is also a good location for viewing Bighorn Sheep and deer. Fossil beds are
found in the lower slopes of Battle Bluff, of interest for nature study.
Below Battle Bluff and east to Cooney Bay, the park protects about 3 km of shoreline along
Kamloops Lake. This shoreline is minimally useable for recreation purposes because of steep
slopes, and presence of the CNR rail line.
Las du Bois Grassland Provincial Park also includes the Tranquille Wildlife Management Area
(WMA) at the mouth of the Thompson River. Resident, summer and migrating birds, rare
vagrant bird species and tundra and trumpeter swans use the ponds, estuarine mudflats, islands,
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and banks. The area provides regionally important opportunities for bird watching and nature
study.

Visual Values
The high significance of recreation features in Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park is in part
because of its unique and diverse aesthetic values. Features of particular aesthetic significance
include the rolling grasslands and waterbodies east of Lac du Bois Road, Tranquille River
corridor and Dewdrop cliffs.
Over ¾ of the park is considered visually sensitive (Kamloops LRMP). The park forms a unique
backdrop for the city of Kamloops. Broad stretches of rolling hills culminating in ridgetops and
forested mountain ranges capture the open feeling of the region. The lighting of the hills and the
main plateau of the park changes seasonally and daily so scenery “never looks the same twice.”
The high visibility of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park from the city ensures this image is projected
to visitors and residents alike.
Although unique and scenic, grassland slopes are vulnerable to disturbances from recreation use,
especially motorised recreation. Scars heal very slowly, and are a detraction from the aesthetics
of the grassland landscape. East of the Lac du Bois road, scars remain from the many years of
uncontrolled motorised recreation use.
The grasslands are framed by forests within the park and in other management zones in the Lac
du Bois LRUP area. Changes in forest cover are especially obvious from the city, and may be
visible from within park areas.
Other specific areas of visual sensitivity are the steep slopes above the community of Westsyde
and the North Thompson River corridor, Mara Hill, and slopes above Kamloops Lake.
The unique beauty, diverse settings, easy accessibility, and interesting lighting effects in the park
appeal to local artists. The area is used extensively for photography, and is inspirational for
painters. It is likely that the film industry could also be interested in the park setting in the
future.

Existing Access and Facilities
Two roads provide primary access from Kamloops to the Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. The Lac
du Bois Road begins in North Kamloops, enters the park north of Batchelor Hill, and continues
to McQueen Lake providing central access to the park. The Red Lake Road off Tranquille Road,
travels up the Tranquille River canyon to Red Lake, north-west of the park. The park is also
accessible from the east by Dairy Creek Forest Service Road off Westsyde Road.
East of Lac du Bois Road, the Long Lake Road provides access through the ATV area into the
rolling grasslands of the park, and north to the Dairy Creek Forest Service Road. West of the
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Lac du Bois Road, a rough 4X4 road travels along the west slopes of Wheeler Mountain and
Mara Hill, above the Tranquille River corridor to the Tranquille Road.
A branch off the Lac cu Bois Road provides access to the valley between Wheeler Mountain and
Mara, but ends at private property in Pruden’s Pass. On the west side of the park, the Dewdrop
Road branches off Red Lake Road and provides access to Dewdrop Flats. The Long Lake Road
is seasonally closed during spring thaw.
Because the park adjoins developed urban areas, there are numerous informal access points.
The Lac du Bois Grasslands Park has been minimally developed for recreation use and facilities
are user maintained. Existing recreation facilities are shown on Figure 7.
Watching Creek is the only site designated for camping and campfires within the park. There are
operational concerns about the remote location and limitations of this campsite.
There are numerous opportunities for exploring the park by trail, but there is at present, only five
managed hiking trails:
• Dewdrop Trail: 7 km trail follows the edge of Dewdrop Range in the western section of the
park.
• Mara Hill Trail: 3 km climbs south side of Mara Hill and was constructed by the Fish and
Game Club for hikers to view deer especially in spring.
• Westsyde/Deep Lake/McQueen Lake: 12 km
• Lower Tranquille River: about 2 km.
• The “Pimple”: .5 km
Parking areas are available at the Dewdrop Trailhead, , Watching Creek campsite, the “Pimple”,
lower Tranquille River, Tranquille WMA and Mara Hill Trailhead. The Tranquille WMA also
has a shelter and day use parking area.
Near the mouth of the Tranquille River, 2.8 ha is managed by the Pine Park Society under a
Park Use Permit to provide revenue and recreation opportunities for the mentally challenged.
Facilities are available for use by the public and organized groups like Boy Scouts, and Junior
Forest Wardens. Facilities include 4 cabins, (with plans to build more), tenting area, and a
playground.
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Existing Use
The Lac du Bois area has a long history of recreational use including:
• motorcycling and summer ATV use; snowmobiling,
• hunting, target practice,
• model aeroplane rallies,
• dog training,
• horseback riding; hiking; casual ski touring
• bicycling
• botanical collecting; rock hounding; photography, nature appreciation
• picnicking, camping,
• tobogganing,
• hang gliding
• fishing
• kite flying,
• military training.
Levels of use escalated, and during the 1970’s, use was estimated at over 20,000 user days/year.
As unmanaged use increased, conflicts developed between different recreation interests, and
between recreation and other land uses and values. Through the years, various planning
processes, land use designations, and regulations helped to achieve increasing levels of control
and resource protection. Provincial Park status and confinement of motorized use has made a
significant contribution to managing recreation.

Levels of Use
An informal survey and personal communication with representatives of various recreation user
groups helped to clarify existing recreation use and issues, and is the basis for the following
description of recreation use.
Levels and types of recreation use vary throughout the area. The most extensive and dispersed
use appears to occur in the rolling grasslands east of Lac du Bois Road, with the highest levels of
use closest to the city. Specific features that receive significant levels of concentrated use
include Mara Hill, Tranquille WMA, lower Tranquille River, and the Dewdrop Trail.
There are no current statistics on overall levels of recreation use of the area. Ministry of Forests
user counts for managed sites before park establishment are as follows:
• Watching Creek Recreation Site - average of 917 user days/year between 1990 and 1996
• Dewdrop Trail – average of 1740 user days/year between 1988 and 1994
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Seasonal Use
The park is used for outdoor recreation throughout the year, but most users seem to prefer spring
and fall. In the spring, Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is among the first areas to lose snow and dry
up. Grasslands are most attractive in the spring with new growth and flower displays, and good
opportunities to view birds and wildlife. Most users reported that the area is often too hot for
recreation in the summer, and trails can be dusty, or very hard. The fall brings renewed
opportunities for viewing wildlife and migrating birds, and is also the main season for hunting.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park can remain snow free through to early winter, permitting trail use
when other areas are snowed in.
Levels of snowfall are too unpredictable to support regular use for winter sports like skiing and
snowmobiling. In years of sufficient snowfall, the area provides a near-urban winter playground
with skating, tobogganing, backcountry skiing, snowshoeing, and snowmobiling. The Lac du
Bois Road corridor is the main focus for winter recreation use. Red Hill is used for sledding.
The majority of winter recreation use occurs on private property north of the park, extending into
the extreme north end of the park. The Dewdrop and Mara Hill trails, situated on south-facing
slopes can often be used year-round. Bird watching continues in the winter in the Tranquille
WMA. The extent of winter use elsewhere in the park is unknown.

Trail Recreation
Possibly the greatest use of the park is for casual walking, dog walking and hiking, and this use
is heaviest close to the city.
Organized hiking groups have regular areas of use like Westsyde/Long Lake/McQueen Lake,
Wheeler Mountain, and the Dewdrop Trail.. Mara Hill and the lower Tranquille River are
popular for hiking.
Mountain bikes use much of the park, in particular the rolling grasslands of the eastern third,
with destinations including Deep Lake, Isobel Lake, and McQueen Lake. Bikers also use
downhill runs from Mara Hill and Pruden Pass to Tranquille River Valley. The diversity of
terrain in this park suits a variety of users. While some mountain bikers use the Dewdrop Hiking
Trail, this has created conflicts with other users, and deterioration of the trail. Lac du Bois
Grasslands Park is not as popular for mountain biking as other areas closer to town, but is very
important in the spring.
Horseback riding is not a major use in this area, but may become more popular with greater
control of motorized off-road recreation. The Backcountry Horsemen have participated in group
rides in the area, and have plans for future rides.
There is a concern that some trail-based activities contribute to the continuing spread of
weeds in the park. Education, awareness, prevention and re-vegetation of disturbance of these
trails is critical to weed control efforts in the park.
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Wildlife Viewing/Nature Study
Many recreation users cited use of the park for wildlife viewing and nature study. Most popular
wildlife viewing features are mule deer and bighorn sheep in spring, ducks, and birdlife on ponds
and in the Tranquille WMA. The Kamloops Naturalist Club is an organized group active in
nature observation and resource management. Activities in Lac du Bois Provincial Park include
hiking, bird watching, photography, flower study, and backcountry skiing. A variety of areas are
used and several regular trips to the area are made throughout the year. The naturalist club
maintains three bluebird trails in the park and assists with bird census and management of the
two enclosed ecological reserves.

Organized Groups
School District 73 and organized youth groups use the park for educational and recreational
purposes. The main focus of school district use is McQueen Lake Environmental Education
Centre north of the park. About 7000 students per year use this facility for overnight and day use
visits. May and June are the months of heaviest use.
Students sometimes use areas along Lac du Bois Road as educational stops en-route to McQueen
Lake. The trail between McQueen Lake and Deep Lake is used for grassland and pond studies,
and Mud Lake on Opax Hill, and Wheeler Mountain are occasionally hiking destinations. The
School District also makes heavy use of Pine Park in the lower Tranquille canyon for its
salmonid rearing and release program. About 1500-1800 students use Pine park in May for
stream and fisheries studies.
The park is often used as a destination for professional study tours as adjuncts to in-town
symposia, e.g. Rangeland Tours, Grasslands Conservation Council of BC, Federation of BC
Naturalists.

Orienteering
The orienteering club has three main areas of use within and adjacent to the park, that have been
mapped for the sport. Within the park, orienteers use a large area of rolling grassland
approximately between the Lac du Bois Road and the Long Lake Road. Smaller orienteering
areas are adjacent to the park along the western boundary on Red Plateau and Dewdrop Flats.

Hunting/Fishing
The Lac du Bois Grasslands area has a long history of use for hunting, and today is primarily
comprised of waterfowl hunting on lakes and deer hunting in the Lac du Bois area. Game species
include blue, ruffed grouse, , chukar, , moose, coyote, cougar, bobcat, black bear, , and mule
deer. Hunting use is restricted primarily to autumn and early winter, and closures include the
Dewdrop/Mara recreation area and the lower Tranquille River. Deep Lake and the lower
Tranquille River are used for fishing.
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Camping
A small amount of camping use occurs at Watching Creek, the park’s only designated campsite. Ad
hoc camping also occurs in other areas. Camping areas outside of the park are available at Forest
Service Recreation Sites at Isobel Lake and Pass Lake.

Dog Training/Field Trials
Dog training and field trials are another historic use of this area. The park is used year-round for
training, excluding May to July when the area is closed for nesting. On the July 1st weekend, 100150 participate in or observe the field dog trials. The Mirror Lake area is used for staging with other
activities occurring outside the park on private property at Lac du Bois Lake with permission of the
landowner.

All Terrain Vehicle Use
The All Terrain Vehicle area south of the park receives heavy use by ATV’s and motorcycles. Open
roads through the park are used by licensed vehicles for touring and as access through the area to
trails north and east of the park. The only route available for use by unlicensed vehicles is the Long
Lake Road. The main season of use for ATV recreation is reported as early spring (March-May),
then again in September-November.

Hang Gliding/Parasailing
Many of the high points along the valley edge in the park with road access have been used for hang
gliding and parasailing. This includes the southeast edge of Red Plateau, the Pimple, Mara Hill and a
small hill behind Westsyde. These areas are popular because winds and thermals are so favourable,
and the area is suitable for beginners, and easily accessible for practice. Location of the Kamloops
airport at the base of Mara Hill creates potential conflicts. For this reason, and because of loss of
access, the Pimple is currently the main area of use within the park.

Auto Touring
Driving for pleasure is another popular recreation activity in the park. Scenic viewpoints and main
park roads are particularly conducive to this activity. Some recreational traffic passes through the
park en-route to other recreation areas such as Isobel Lake, Pass Lake and McQueen Lake.

Other Uses
Fossil beds near Battle Bluff, the Tranquille River corridor, and an area west of the boundary of ER
29 are used for studying interesting rocks including agates and geodes. The remote control flying
club no longer uses the airstrip on Dewdrop Meadows. However, there may still be casual use of the
area for flying model aeroplanes. Recreational gold panning along Tranquille River is allowed under
special regulations.
Many specific recreation uses occur outside of the park, close to park boundaries. These are
described under Land Status – Adjacent Land Uses.
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Cultural Values
There is a wealth of information about the history of the Lac du Bois area, at the Kamloops
Museum, in family memorabilia, books about the local ranching history, and particularly in the
book Treasures of Lac du Bois by Alistair McLean, Kenna Cartwright and Karen McLaren.

First Nations Use
Human uses of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park date back many centuries, but there is no written
history pre-dating the arrival of Europeans in the early 1800's. It is known that the Shuswap
tribe of the Interior Salish First Nations People lived in the Kamloops area for an extensive
period before this time. One recorded archaeological site is at Battle Bluff where a significant
battle was celebrated. The name "Battle Bluff" is a translation from the original Shuswap name.
First Nations people used the grasslands and forests for hunting and gathering of natural
materials for food, clothing, medicine and tools.

Hudson's Bay Company
Fur traders were the first Europeans to arrive in the Lac du Bois area. In the 1820's the Hudson's
Bay Company made use of the rolling grasslands to pasture their horses. As many as 700 head
could be found on the grasslands at one time, fending for themselves all year round. Many of the
early fur traders were French speaking and several local features have been given French names,
such as Lac du Bois (although it was originally named Lac le Bois). The present Frederick Road
through the Dewdrop area of the park follows the route of the Hudson's Brigade trail as it left the
Thompson valley heading towards the Cariboo area. This route was established after 1842 when
the Company moved to the north shore of the Thompson River

Early Settlement
Settlement in the area continued at a slow rate until the discovery of gold on the Fraser River in
1858. This resulted in an immediate influx of settlers and the rapid development of the livestock
industry. No records remain of exactly how ranchers came to use the Lac du Bois grasslands, but
it is known that the Hudson's Bay Company sold off all their horses in the 1880's.
Early forestry maps show that two grazing leases existed by 1900, the McLean Lease (400
hectares) in the south and the Roper Lease (area unclear) north of that. The first ranches
immediately adjacent to the park were those of William Fortune (1868) and Charles T. Cooney
(1869) in the Tranquille area, and both leased land that is now in the park.
The area protected by Lac du Bois Grasslands Park was in the 64 km wide Railway Belt which
British Columbia granted to the Dominion of Canada to subsidize the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. This difference in land title meant that homesteaders could obtain
land in the Lac du Bois area even though it was already under lease for grazing.
By 1913, homesteading activity had peaked at approximately 150 settlers in the area. The
weather co-operated for the next ten years or so, providing sufficient precipitation to grow
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excellent hay, potatoes, and grain. Two schools were constructed at this time, one at Wheeler
Mountain and the other at Lac du Bois, but by 1921 enrolment had decreased and both schools
were closed. Families abandoned their homesteads due to water shortages, shallow soils,
inexperience as farmers, and the inability to make a living on their quarter sections.
Homesteaders in the McQueen Lake area adjacent to the park generally fared better as many
derived their living from logging for the sawmills and selling cordwood to local businesses in
town, such as the Chinese laundries, hotels and the hospital. By the 1930's these homesteaders
had also left the area.
The legendary "Do Drop Inn" cabin was situated where the present Frederick Road leaves the
Red Lake Road, but it is unclear if this is the origin of the present name "Dewdrop". Remains of
a few old cabins and corrals can be found in the forested parts of the park. Most evidence of the
homesteaders, except for the occasional old fruit tree or ornamental, have been removed over
time from the grasslands.

Ranching History
Local ranchers continued to use the grasslands of the park to graze their cattle, horses, and even
sheep. The Bulman family ran some 200 head of cows and up to 500 head of Clydesdale horses
from spring through summer until about 1935. Cattle were moved by horseback in those days,
right through the centre of Kamloops. The old Nelson quarter section on Pruden pass road was
used as a cow camp because of the cold spring located on the property. Alex Bulman mentioned
that the area west of there was "real rattlesnake country" with numerous snakes to be found. He
also commented that they became less as habitation increased.
The Haywood Sheep Ranch took over the Bulman lease and combined it with other leases to run
up to 7000 sheep from 1939 to 1968. The sheep used the grasslands from October to February
and in April and May. In the spring they were herded in three bands of about 1200 ewes and
lambs west through the hills above the Thompson River to Cache Creek, over to the Big bar ferry
over the Fraser River, and spent the summer on the sub-alpine ranges west of the Fraser. They
returned the same way, with many animals sold at Clinton as they went through.
Cattle numbers were significantly reduced in the early 1970's and in 1976 a system of fences was
constructed to create a pasture system using ARDSA funding. Since then a system of restrotation amongst the pastures has been in place that has been refined and adapted over time as
the needs of the grassland communities have been better understood.
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Range Research
The importance of the Lac du Bois grasslands area as a research site was recognized early with
the opening of the Livestock Insects Laboratory in 1928 as the first facility that used part of Lac
du Bois for research. In 1947 the present Range Research Station was established with 57 ha at
the station on Ord Road and an additional 2830 ha near Pass Lake. An Order in Council
(#1743-47, August 29, 1947) established portions of the Lac du Bois area and the Tranquille
Provincial Forest as a site for research, and an agreement with Tranquille Livestock Association
provides the cattle used in the research.
The program of the station is defined as doing "investigations in range ecology and management
relating to rangelands and investigations of methods of increasing the efficiency of range
livestock production consistent with range conservation and revegetation". Research has
included, among many other topics, animal health issues; plant communities, classification,
condition, succession; plants poisonous to livestock; grasshopper control; weed management;
cattle/wildlife interactions. Today, the Lac du Bois grasslands continue to be an important part of
their research program.
Ministry of Forests Research Branch has conducted grasslands research for many years. In 1982
they organized a symposium- in Kamloops that brought together the leading authorities of the
day to present papers and have discussions about grasslands ecology and classification. In 1981
small exclosures were set up for fertilisation trials. For his Phd. Dr. Reg. Newman studied the
response of native plants following the use of picloran to kill knapweed at an exclosure and
along the trails near Red Hill.

Early Logging and Mills
The first sawmill in the area was established about 1907 near Wheeler Mountain. It processed
the old growth Ponderosa Pine in the area, believed to be as much as 400 years old, and sold it to
the King Edward Sanatorium at Tranquille. Other mills were established in Hanging Valley and
at Lac du Bois in the early 1920's. Pine lumber was used to construct wooden shipping boxes for
the new fruit industry both locally and in the Okanagan, while both fir and pine was made into
railway ties and light construction materials. By the end of the 1920's, all of these mills had
pulled out of the area. The use of portable sawmills continued into the early 1950's, when
integrated sawmills began to be established in the Kamloops area.

Prospecting and Mineral Exploration
Prospecting was another method by which some settlers tried to make a living. In 1895 Dr.
George M. Dawson, the provincial geologist, had claimed that gold may be found in the area.
Claims were staked and worked for a number of years, particularly in the Tranquille river valley,
where many Chinese prospectors set up cabins and their placer operations in the lower valley.
In the 1930's men released from the Tuberculosis Institution at Tranquille set up placer
operations to eke out a living. Most were washed out, and some died, when the dams on
Tranquille and Truda Lakes in the upper Tranquille watershed burst in 1938 and a wall of water
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rushed down the canyon. Placer gold mining along the Tranquille River watershed still continues
with recreational panning upstream of Tranquille site.
Batchelor Hill, adjacent to the park in the south, was named after Owen S. Batchelor who
worked his claim for many years on top of the hill. Unfortunately, the area did not prove to be
rich in gold or other minerals, and prospecting decreased in importance.
The copper-rich deposits in the Battle Bluff area in the south west of the park have long been of
interest for potential mining. Even before Eurasian settlement, copper was mined on the north
shore of Kamloops Lake. Recent claims in the area have been relinquished.

Historic recreation use
Local residents who grew up in the areas of Kamloops adjacent to the park talk about the use
they made of the park area over the years. Lac du Bois Lake was always a popular destination,
being accessed by foot or on horseback, and later by car from the Tranquille side through
Pruden's Pass, or along old routes of the present Lac du Bois Road. The heat and lack of drinking
water are often mentioned, and an ample amount of water was always carried on any trip.

Canadian National Railway
The Canadian National Railway line was constructed along the north shore of Kamloops Lake in
1912. A few old poles and some sections of wire can still be found that mark the railway's
telephone line through the hills above Battle Bluff. The company has recorded known heritage
sites that relate to the construction of the railway along the north shore of the lake. Also recorded
are significant geological and wildlife habitats for consideration in the management and
maintenance of the tracks.
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Significance in the Protected Area System
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park protects an area that includes extensive areas of three
grassland communities, dry, old-growth ponderosa and Douglas-fir forests as well as estuarine
bays and foreshore at the mouth of the Thompson River. Lakes, ponds, wetlands, and rolling
glacial landscape features in the grasslands adds to the diversity. The park includes spectacular
physical features in Tranquille River canyon, Mara Hill, Dewdrop cliffs and Opax Hill,
completing the extraordinary diversity of landscapes and habitats found in such a compact area.
The three grassland communities represented in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park occur in many
other areas of British Columbia, and indeed in the North American continent, but are not found
elsewhere in such close proximity to each other. Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is located in both
the Thompson Basin and the Northern Thompson Upland ecosections and, while Churn Creek
Protected Area, in the Fraser Basin Ecosection, protects larger areas of grassland communities,
the communities themselves are different.
Junction Sheep Range Park, in the Fraser Basin Ecosection, Edge Hills in the Pavilion Ranges
Ecosection, Elephant Hill in the Thompson Basin Ecosection, Tunkwa Park in the Southern
Thompson Uplands Ecosection, and Kalamalka Lake Park in the Northern Okanagan Basin
Ecosection all also represent different grassland communities. Grassland parks have been heavily
used for cattle grazing within the past century. At Lac du Bois Grasslands Park a grazing
management scheme has been in place for over twenty five years that takes into consideration
conservation values.
The dry ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests are not well-represented in provincial parks, due
to loss to settlement, farmland, and resource development. Stein Valley Park, Edge Hills Park,
Kalamalka Lake Park, Okanagan Lake Park, Bear Creek Park and Paul Lake Park all have some
ponderosa pine forests, but at Lac du Bois Park they are at the northern limits of their range.
The combination of grasslands and forests in a variety of landscapes gives Lac du Bois
Grasslands Park importance for many species of wildlife, including red-and blue-listed species.
Many species are at the northern limit of their range. California bighorn sheep, Lewis'
woodpecker, flammulated owl, and sharp-tailed grouse are but a few of the listed species that
rely on habitats found in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. No other park in the southern interior of
the province can boast of such a variety of habitats and species in such a small area.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park offers a unique contribution to the spectrum of
recreation and tourism opportunities in BC’s provincial parks.
A broad expanse of rolling grassland is a rare setting for public outdoor recreation and tourism
activities. As with Lac du Bois Park, Churn Creek Protected Area conserves lower, middle and
upper grasslands as well as kettle lakes, gullies, wetlands and forest. Lac du Bois Park also
includes shoreline along a large valley bottom lake, which enhances viewing and nature study
opportunities, although lakeshore access is limited. Grassland recreation settings are also
available in Tunkwa Provincial Park , Junction Sheep Range Park and Edge Hills Park. Of all
these, only Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park is located on the doorstep of a major BC city,
easily accessible for residents and visitors.
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Tunkwa Provincial Park is also located close to Kamloops (40 km south-west of Kamloops) on
the rolling plateau of the Southern Thompson Uplands. The main recreation focus in this park is
a large fishing lake. While this park protects middle and upper grasslands, there is not the same
diversity of landform features, or wildlife viewing/nature study opportunities as in Lac du Bois
Park.
Few parks protect such an intensively-used cultural landscape, even though few artifacts remain.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park has significant ties to the early history of the Kamloops area. The
grassland areas of Lac du Bois boast a rich, sometimes colourful, history going back to the
1840's. A section of the Hudson's Bay Company trail went through the Dewdrop flats area of the
park and large numbers of their horses roamed the grasslands year round. Ranchers grazed cattle,
horses and sheep on the grasslands for decades, while homesteaders tried their luck at making a
living. Research into cattle use of grassland ecosystems, cattle health and diseases has been ongoing since 1947. Early prospectors combed the area and gold-miners panned for gold on
Tranquille River.
Within a compact area, close to the population and services of a major BC city, Lac du Bois
Grasslands Provincial Park offers a unique opportunity to explore:

• lower, middle, and upper grasslands.
• an interesting variety of landforms including canyons, cliffs, hoodoos, and prominent hills.
• special natural features including lakes and ponds on rolling grassland, birds and wildlife
populations with good opportunities for viewing.
• features and themes relating to cultural history.
The park offers outstanding potential to enhance appreciation, understanding and enjoyment of
natural grassland ecosystems, and to promote their conservation locally and globally.
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Tenures, Rights, Jurisdictions and Interests
Leases and Permits
Park designation ensures that all existing liens, charges, and encumbrances other than those
applying to commercial logging, mining, or energy exploration and development will continue to
be authorized through issuance of park use permits. This policy recognizes all existing land act
tenures, Special Use Permits, trapping licenses and other legal tenures and rights.
BC Parks issues Park Use Permits for approved activities. The following lists the current
permits:
Name
Agriculture Canada
Artemis Wildlife Consultants
BC Tel Real Estate
City of Kamloops
Dean Associated
Environmental Services
Dr. Carl Larsen
Ducks Unlimited Canada
Pine Park Recreational
Society
Solterra Resources Inc.
Thompson Nicola Regional
District

Purpose
Research use of wild range lands by domestic cattle
Develop conservation strategy for badgers
Access/maintenance communication site/power line
Access/maintenance communication site/transmission line
Installation/access/monitoring of water gauge and structure
Rattlesnake and gopher snake research
Maintain a water line and steel weir
Operation of a campsite for the handicapped
Collection and release of biological controls for knapweed
Mosquito control in non-fish bearing waters within park
boundaries

Research Interests
Agriculture And Agri-Food Canada Research Sites
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada exclosures in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park have been fenced
from grazing use and studied since as early as 1936. All previous studies have been completed
and reports are in preparation.
Staff at the Research Station would like to reactivate, with some modifications, a study of the
effects of the time of grazing on bluebunch wheatgrass that was originally completed in 1982.
They are developing a proposal that would use many of their pastures to study the effect of shortduration grazing on spring range condition, and to study early weaning in the spring. The forests
of Wheeler Mountain and Opax Hill are also part of the pasture system and are generally lightly
grazed during the summer. Opportunities exist to develop a management scheme to achieve an
open old growth forest while retaining cattle.
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Other research activities:
Several research projects have been started in the park or surrounding areas and are described
elsewhere. University College of the Cariboo staff have expressed interest in continuing, and
expanding, their research activities in the future. These projects will supply BC Parks with muchneeded information to assist in managing the conservation values of the park.

Private Lands
There are 7 parcels of private property within the park boundary, many of which are located
away from open roads. Under the Kamloops LRMP the owners are guaranteed road and utility
access, which can be assured using existing roads.

Adjacent Land Status
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is surrounded by many other activities and interests. See Figure 8.

Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest
The Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest encompasses about 2700 ha along the north boundary of the
park, and is managed by the Kamloops Forest District for demonstrating and interpreting forest
management, and providing recreation opportunities. Recreation facilities include:
• 3 km interpretive trail around Isobel Lake
• 10 km of trails for hiking, mountain biking, and backcountry skiing
• 4 unit campsite on Isobel Lake; cartop boat launch
• Group camping area available by reservation
The Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest receives about 12,000 users/year, about 9000 of which come
from the McQueen Lake Environmental Education Centre and School District 73.

Forest Service Recreation Sites
Also managed by the Ministry of Forests is a 15 unit campsite on Pass Lake. In 1997, this site
received use by 2306 visitors. Along Tranquille Road within about 4 km of the west boundary of
the park are two more Forest Service Recreation Sites. One is small, but the western-most site
has 50 unit capability, including motor homes

McQueen Lake Environmental Education Centre
The Kamloops School District’s McQueen Lake Environmental Education Centre, established in
1971, is situated on a leased area surrounding McQueen and Griffin Lakes in the Isobel Lake
Interpretive Forest. Facilities include cabins for overnight accommodation, a main lodge, and
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nature trails. The centre is also used by a variety of other educational institutions and
organizations.

Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems Research Project
This multi-disciplinary research site is situated within the Interpretive Forest, adjacent to the park
on three sites west of Mud Lake on Opax Mountain. It was set up in 1996 as a cooperative
project initiated by Kamloops Forest Region Research Section to study the effects of various
types of silvicultural systems on a range of forest resources. The studies are looking at the impact
of harvesting on biological diversity, plant diversity, tree regeneration, site productivity and tree
growth, forest insects and diseases, microclimate and snow accumulation.
A wealth of information has been gathered about Douglas-fir forests and a better understanding
is being gained of it's structure and function that will be useful for park managers.
A 1.5 kilometre interpretive trail with accompanying brochure takes the visitor through the lower
section research site near Mud Lake.

Noble Lake LRUP Zone
The Noble Lake LRUP zone, north of the Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest, and north of Watching
Creek and Dairy Creek is within Weyerhaeuser Canada’s operating area. Harvesting plans are
presented to the Lac du Bois LRUP for discussion. Some logging trucks leave their area via
Dairy Creek road and Red Lake road, but most use the Lac du Bois road. Communication is
maintained with BC Parks regarding major changes in logging patterns and traffic concerns.
A woodlot being developed in this area offers public education about woodlot management, and
trail recreation opportunities. Particularly important will be a motorcycle trail network planned
to provide users with trails away from the grasslands in the park.
The Kamloops LRMP has directed that the north side of Watching Creek be managed for visual
concerns to an elevation of 900m.

Dewdrop-Rousseau Wildlife Management Area
West of the park boundary, this WMA encompasses 4240 ha of steep slopes, cliffs, and gullies
descending to the north shore of Kamloops Lake. Dry forests of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir
are found on upper slopes. This area protects breeding and wintering grounds for California
bighorn sheep and mule deer, and habitat for wildlife species including bull snake, western
rattlesnake, spadefoot toad, prairie falcon, bald eagle, Lewis’ woodpecker and possibly
flammulated owl.
This area is managed by the Wildlife Branch of the Ministry of Environment to meet specific
objectives for habitat, and to support wildlife viewing, nature study, public education and nonmotorized recreation opportunities.
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Kamloops Municipality
The land south of the park is Crown land within the Kamloops Municipal boundary. The City of
Kamloops Kamplan’97 and the City Parks and Recreation Master Plan (1997) include various
references to either Crown land within the City boundaries or to the Lac du Bois area
specifically. The intent is to provide transition from developed city lands to the park boundary.
Kamplan ’97 expresses intent to consider as a priority, designation of some of this land
immediately adjacent to the park boundary as additions to Lac du Bois Grassland Provincial
Park. This area is currently noted as a “future park” and will be managed as passive open space.
This area, in the Ord/Halston LRUP zone, is heavily used for a variety of recreation activities.
The west part is used for hiking and wildlife viewing. There is a target shooting range close to
Batchelor Hill. Hills in this area are used for sledding in winter when snow levels permit, and
Batchelor Lake is used for skating. A large area is designated and used by ATV’s and
motorcycles and is described following. A road along the pipeline, which extends into the south
east corner of the park is used illegally by ATV’s.
The Kamloops airport, situated at the base of Mara Hill, affects potential use of this hilltop for
hang gliding and parasailing.
The east side of the park adjoins private property along the North Thompson River Valley and
the Westsyde community at the southern end. Residents of Westsyde have used the eastern
portions of the park for many generations for casual recreation and motorized recreation. Illegal
dumping, trespass and unauthorized use are continuing concerns for park management.
The City of Kamloops operates the Cinnamon Ridge Spray Irrigation Project on lands adjacent to
the Tranquille Wildlife Management Area.

ATV Area
On the south boundary of the park east of the Lac du Bois Road along Batchelor Range is a
designated ATV area with many kilometres of trails and a dirt track for organized races. The
area is managed by Kamloops Forest District under the guidance of the Lac du Bois LRUP.

Private Property – Lac du Bois
In a key location along the north park boundary and Lac du Bois Road is a large piece of private
property belonging to the Frolek Cattle Company. Use in this area is only allowed with a permit
from the landowners. A high level of unauthorized casual winter recreation use occurs along the
Lac du Bois road corridor trespassing through this property, and creating significant concerns for
the landowner and safety on the road.

Tranquille Institution
A large piece of private property (190.9 ha) is situated on the delta at the mouth of the Tranquille
River, along the south park boundary. This is the site of the historic Tranquille Institution,
originally built in 1907 as a tuberculosis sanatorium. In 1958, the property was transferred to
Mental Health Services to be used as a permanent care home and training school for the mentally
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handicapped, for which it was used until 1984. Farm buildings and lands were leased on a
seasonal basis to a local rancher for forage and beef production.
In 1991, the Tranquille property was purchased from the Province, but when the purchaser
stopped paying the mortgage and taxes, the Supreme Court granted an order to allow the
Province to attempt to sell the property to recover debts. Future disposition of this property may
have ramifications to park management.
This property includes land with high values for recreation and conservation. The lower
Tranquille River corridor contains riparian habitat that is rare in grassland areas of the province,
and is utilized by a diversity of wildlife species. Foreshore areas include valuable lake frontage,
including a small beach in Cooney Bay. Dedication of public right-of-way provides access to
Cooney Bay, and to the Tranquille River portion of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park.

Ministry of Transportation & Highways
A large gravel pit is situated on the south boundary between the park and the Tranquille
Institution. The lower portion of the Tranquille-Wheeler 4x4 road has been upgraded to access
the pit.

Agriculture And Agri-Food Canada Research Station
The Research Station is situated adjacent to the park south of Mara Hill. The station houses
buildings, facilities and cultivated test sites related to the research carried out at the station.

Provincial Forest- General RMZ
Adjacent to the west side of the park, above the Dewdrop cliffs, the Red Plateau area is managed
as Provincial Forest under a General RMZ as directed by the Kamloops LRMP. This area is
currently being intensively harvested to manage a severe outbreak of mountain pine beetle. The
area is part of Tolko Industry’s Operating Area and the Small Business Forest Enterprise
Program.
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Recreation Interests
Recreation interests are described in a previous section. BC Parks has an understanding with the
motorcycle club that they will be able to have access from the ATV area south of the park to the
motorcycle trails north of the park.
Hunting in the park is regulated by the Wildlife Branch in coordination with BC Parks.
Under the Kamloops LRMP, recreational gold panning is allowed on the Tranquille River from
the mouth of the river to the bridge outside the Protection Resource Management Zone.

Grazing Rights
Grazing tenures that existed before the park was established are to continue as defined by the
Kamloops LRMP and the Policy for Domestic Livestock Grazing in Protected Areas. Cattle use
is managed in the park under five separate grazing licenses administered by the Kamloops Forest
District, in accordance with the Range Act and the Forest Practices Code Act. In some parts of
the park, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada conducts research under permit with BC Parks and
through an agreement with the Tranquille Livestock Association. The Livestock Association
cattle are part of those allowed in the grazing licenses.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is in three Range Units: Dewdrop, Watching Creek and Lac du
Bois, with each unit divided into a number of fenced pastures. The pasture rotation system
acknowledges the need to protect the grassland resources and ensures there is both sufficient
forage production while protecting conservation values, such as riparian areas and nesting cover
for ground-nesting birds. In the century before the fencing was completed, the grasslands had at
times been seriously overgrazed by large numbers of cows, horses and sheep that were left to
graze all year round.
Established in 1976, the rotation system works in a variety of ways to move cattle around, based
on elevation, season of the year, availability of water, and actual conditions. Grazing is managed
on a rest-rotation cycle that has been modified over the years as range conditions have improved
and as managers better understand all the factors involved. In general, cattle move from the
lowest pastures in the spring up to higher elevation forests outside the park in the summer, then
back to the grassland pastures again in the fall before being gathered for return to home ranches.
The lowest elevation pastures have an 18-month rest period with no grazing in a three-year cycle.

Range Use Plans
All licencees are required to prepare Range Use Plans under the Forest Practices Code Act. Each
licensee has a phase-in Range Use Plan that covers pastures in the park and outside. One of the
plans will become a full-compliance plan in March, 2000. The other four plans will be in full
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compliance in March, 2001. The cattle referred to in each of the plans use the same pastures in
rotation from spring to fall.
The Range Use Plans specify various strategies for the protection of wildlife values, wetlands,
and riparian areas, noxious weed control, logged areas, and cooperation with other crown land
resource users. Specific problem areas are identified and special measures outlined as needed.
The four Lac du Bois Range Unit/Watching Range Unit plans cover the south-eastern and
western parts of the park. The lowest grassland pastures, Batchelor, Halston, and Westsyde, are
used in April for two weeks and late fall for four weeks; the higher, largely grassland pastures,
Deep Lake, Dairy, and Griffin, are used for four weeks in May; and the upper grassland pasture,
Long Lake, is used for two weeks in mid-fall. Cattle are moved from the grassland pastures up
into the forests outside of the park, in the Watching Creek Range Unit, for June through August.
They return to the Hanging Valley and Lac du Bois pastures for September and early October
before going down again to the grassland pastures. See Figure 9.
The Dewdrop Range Unit/Lac du Bois Range Unit plan covers the areas used in the west side of
the park. Cattle rotate between the lowest grassland pastures, Harris, Cooney, Massey and
Pruden, in April until mid-May so that each one rests on alternate years. Cattle are then moved to
the grassland pasture, Dewdrop, for 3 days in May before going up into the forested Red Plateau
pasture for the summer. In the fall, cattle use the Tranquille Creek pasture before being moved to
Dewdrop again for returning to the home ranch.
See Appendix 3 for grazing licence details.

Benchmark Sites of Ungrazed Areas
The Kamloops LRMP Policy on Domestic Livestock Grazing in Protected Areas specified that
Benchmark Sites of Ungrazed Areas are to be established and that monitoring is to be done to
track changes to grassland ecosystems. Several areas have been chosen in the different grassland
and forested variants, through a public planning process initiated by the Ministry of Forests in
1996, that involved members of the Lac du Bois LRUP and the Kamloops LRMP. Some areas
will be managed with cattle completely excluded by fencing, while other areas that are unfenced,
and currently only minimally grazed, will continue to be managed that way. There will be no
reduction in AUMs as a result of establishing ungrazed areas.
Ungrazed areas identified are the fenced Cinnamon Pasture below Mara Hill in the lower
grasslands and a large area along various parts of the west side of the Long Lake chain and
McQueen Creek in the middle and upper grasslands. The Long Lake area has been fenced in
such a way that cattle still have good access to water. The McQueen Lake Ecological Reserve in
the upper grasslands in the north east corner of the park serves as another ungrazed area.
The Long Lake ungrazed area and adjacent grazed vicinity were monitored in 1998 and
permanent photo-points were established. Pre-existing 1992 photo-points established throughout
the Lac du Bois grasslands are to be re-monitored in 2001. These photo-points aid in tracking the
changes to grassland communities over time.
For more detail on ungrazed areas see Natural Resources: Flora.
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Ungrazed benchmarks are listed below.
Location
Long Lake Chain
Clapperton Ridge
Other Exclosures
McQueen Creek ER
Tranquille ER
Cinnamon
Batchelor Lake
Hadley Ridge
McQueen Creek ER
Extension
Battle Bluff
Opax Hill and Tranquille
Canyon
Dewdrop Cliffs
Tranquille Canyon West
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Area (ha)
65
230
< 40
35
235
290
7
31
260

Prescription
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Un and Minimally Grazed
Un and Minimally Grazed
Minimally Grazed
Minimally Grazed

583
1425

Minimally Grazed
Minimally Grazed

226
162

Minimally Grazed
Minimally Grazed

Water Rights
There are fourteen separate water licenses in the park, administered by Water Rights Branch of
Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks. Many more exist on creeks that either originate in or
flow through the park. Some of the licenses were held by the original homesteaders and the
oldest, on Tranquille river, dates back to 1903. The developments on Tranquille River includes a
fish ladder and fish channel on the west side of the river. Those held by the Ministry of Forests
provide water to their many water troughs for cattle.
Source
W of Westsyde
W of Westsyde
Garner Spring
Beverley Spring
Peter Springs
Tranquille River

Licence #
CO54603
CO31222
CO31287
CO31809
CO31248
CO31220
CO65103
FO11242
CO57020

Tranquille River
McQueen Creek

Z103082
CO30665

Elsey & Hatton Ls.
Long Lake
Maude Spring

CO30665
C030665
CO31219

Type
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Irrigation
Waterwor
ks
Irrigation
Domestic
Storage

Quantity
2000 GD
5000 GD
4000 GD
3200 GD
4000 GD
4000 GD
858.9 AF
100000 GD
367.5 AF

Licencee
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
A & A Estates
A & A Estates
A & A Estates

1.000 CS
8000 GD
10.7 AF

Fisheries Branch
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Ministry of Forests
Frolek Cattle Company

Trapping Licenses
There is one trapping territory that includes the park, but no permit was issued in 1999.

Statutory Jurisdictions
Ecological Reserves
Two Ecological Reserves are found within the boundaries of the park and are managed under
their own management plans. These areas are set aside for their special scientific research and
educational significance as representative examples of the many different ecosystems found
throughout the province.
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• ER#10 McQueen – 35 hectares
Rough rescue ecosystem typical of middle grassland. In good condition and little affected by
grazing or recreation.

• ER#29 Tranquille – 235 hectares
Representative of Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir ecosystems, and includes rare species of
plants.

Agricultural Land Reserve
Much of the grasslands, including Dewdrop flats, are in the Agricultural Land Reserve,
administered by the Agricultural Land Commission. Only the steeper ground of Hadley Ridge,
Mara Hill, Wheeler Mountain, Opax Hill, Tranquille Canyon, Battle Bluff, and Dewdrop cliffs
are excluded. This designation may place restrictions on some park activities.

Special Regulations
Other Agencies’ Interests
• The Wildlife Section of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks manages the

•
•
•
•
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Tranquille Wildlife Management Area under a Memorandum of Agreement with BC Parks.
The WMA was set aside in 1985 for the management of valuable wetland habitat for
waterfowl and other wetland species. The 257 hectare area includes meadows, pond and
riparian areas, and mudflats where the Thompson River flows into Kamloops Lake. It is
used by migrating birds, casual and rare vagrant bird species and, occasionally, wintering
tundra and trumpeter swans.
Kamloops Forest District manages grazing under the Range Act and the Forests Practices
Code Act.
Fisheries Branch of Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks manages the fresh water
fishery.
Department of Fisheries and Oceans manages migratory fish in Tranquille River.
Open public roads are excluded from the park and are the responsibility of the Ministry of
Transportation and Highways. This includes Lac du Bois Road, Red Lake Road, Frederick
Road.

Other Stakeholder Interests
• Individual ranchers hold the Grazing Licences to graze cattle in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park.
• Telus owns a Fibre Optic line that goes through the north-east section of the Park.
• Trans Mountain Pipeline owns a pipeline that crosses the south-east corner of the park.

Relationship with the City of Kamloops
BC Parks maintains an on-going relationship with the planning staff at the City of Kamloops and
through the Lac du Bois LRUP.

First Nations Interests
Kamloops Indian Band and Shuswap Nation Tribal Council have been contacted regarding their
interests in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park.
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Recreation and Tourism Opportunities
A report prepared for the Protected Areas Strategy describes a number of themes that together
make up what people value for outdoor recreation in BC, as well as current trends that relate to
these themes. Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park fulfils opportunities for several of these
themes. Information on trends has also been obtained from more recent studies, along with input
from managing agencies and recreation user groups.

Distinctive Landscapes and Special Features
The dry grasslands and open parkland of Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park is considered
one of the province’s distinctive landscapes, that is provincially and nationally significant for
visual qualities and recreation opportunities. Special features of the park include the sweeping
grasslands with lakes, ponds, and wetlands, the Tranquille River corridor, wildlife populations,
and the Thompson River estuarine habitat and bird populations. See Figure 7.
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park provides an opportunity for visitors to experience a
distinctive landscape and special natural features that are provincially and nationally significant.
Related trends include:

• Demand for special features near travel corridors with an emphasis on access for viewing and
interpretation.
• Growing interest in nature study. Nature study has been projected as the third fastest
growing recreation activity (PAS).

Wildlife Habitat and Populations
Wildlife habitat and populations provide distinctive recreation opportunities in Lac du Bois
Grasslands Provincial Park. Features include a diversity of species and habitat types, high
profile terrestrial mammals, resident and migratory birds, wetland and estuary species, as well as
rare species.
Related trends include:
• Increased interest in non-consumptive uses of wildlife, including viewing. Some studies
predict bird watching as the fastest growing activity in the future.
• Demand for more information on wildlife and nature observation.
• Steady demand for hunting opportunities.
Wildlife viewing is projected to have the second highest growth rate during the period from
1993-2000 (forecasts consolidated from sources in Canada, Ont., Wash. State and US).
A wildlife viewing plan for the Lac du Bois area identified potential for expansion of
opportunities including commercial guided ecotours (by car, van, horse, bike or foot) for wildlife
viewing.
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Several recommendations were made to enhance opportunities for wildlife viewing:

• Trail construction on Mara Hill and Battle Bluff for vistas of lake and viewing of bighorn
sheep and mule deer; trail improvement in Tranquille canyon
• Improvements to existing road access:
• 3 – 6 pull outs and interpretive signage along Lac du Bois Road to coincide with scenic,
interpretive and wildlife viewing opportunities.
• Improve Pruden Pass Road to create a circle route around Mara Hill and Wheeler
Mountain. (This is not considered an option at this time because of closure of the route
through private property.)
• Provision of interpretive signage about bighorn sheep at parking area below Red Plateau and
Battle Bluff.
• Development of a guide book on natural and human history of the Lac du Bois area.

Travel Corridors and Trails
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park includes backcountry roads and potential circle routes
through a variety of settings. This provides good opportunities for experiencing the park’s
distinctive landscape and special features for all users, including those who are mobility
impaired. Trail systems east of the Lac du Bois Road, and individual trails provide the pathways
to explore recreation and natural features and provide for a variety of trail recreation
opportunities.
Related trends include:

• More demand for trails leading to a growing trail network, particularly near cities and
communities.
In a national survey performed for the Recreation Roundtable, in the US, ‘walking for fitness and
recreation’ was listed as the most popular activity with ‘driving for pleasure’ being second most
popular, consistently from 1994-1998. These two activities were also described as the fastest
growing.
Trends in specific trail recreation activities include:

• Mountain biking - increasing popularity and technological advances.
Local bike shops report that mountain biking is continuing to increase in popularity. One
component in this growth is youths (age 14-20), and free-riding down hills. For the more
extreme downhill riding, rough terrain is sought for its higher risk level. In parts of Lac du
Bois Grasslands Provincial Park, trails like Pruden’s Pass to Tranquille River, Mara Hill, and
some side-hills to the valley bottom suit downhill riding.
Technological advancements in mountain bike construction also allow less extreme bikers to
comfortably use rougher terrain. This may result in trails evolving in areas of environmental
sensibility. This may also present a concern for potential liability.
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There is also continued growing interest in cross country riding. Mountain bike shops report
clients tending to be of higher education levels and cognizant of trail etiquette.

• Motorcycles/ATV’s – continued demand for easily accessible motorized recreation trails.
Popularity of SUV’s as a family vehicle and promotion of off-road recreation through
advertising could result in increases in off-road use by non-traditional users, and potential for
trespass into off-limit areas.

Near Urban Protected Areas
Outdoor recreation is predicted to have a ‘near urban’ focus in the future (PAS). Factors creating
this trend include:

•
•
•
•
•

Residents integrating outdoor recreation into their regular lifestyle.
A ‘green’ population increasingly focused on the outdoors.
Economy-minded weekenders.
Business travellers staying for an extra few days of pleasure.
Trends toward extended weekend holidays rather than traditional two week vacations.

Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park is ideally suited to provide a variety of recreation
opportunities in a near urban setting.

Historic Landscapes and Places
Historic and cultural attributes contribute to use and appreciation of Lac du Bois Grasslands
Provincial Park with features/themes including early aboriginal use, historic ranching landscape,
early mining history, and historic research.
Trends include:

• More interest in aboriginal cultures.
• More interest in historic landscapes.

Tourism
Marketing of Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park for tourism will require awareness of
product package preferences and trends. Trends include:

• Growing interest in ‘soft adventure’. “Outdoor adventure” remains within the top ten topics
of inquiry interest within the last 3 years in the Thompson Okanagan (TOTA). Adventure
travel continues to grow, but with a shift in emphasis. Older, more affluent baby boomers
are becoming more interested in softer, less strenuous activities. Activities that are currently
of greatest appeal to 35-54 age group, will experience the greatest growth rate. These
include wildlife observation, bike touring and x-country skiing.
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• Growing interest in environmental learning. There is also interest in opportunities to learn
and experience the unusual, while accompanied by high levels of material comfort, safety
and security.
The Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park offers excellent potential as a soft adventure and
environmental learning tourist attraction.
Recommendations by local tourism officials to develop and enhance tourism potential include:

• Development of parking, large enough for RVs; quality facilities
• Marketing and promotion; host a tour for tourism personnel and provide information for file
and distribution.
• Production of a trail map; park guide book
• Provision of clear informational signage; viewpoints and interpretive signage
• Provision of personal visitor services (e.g. park ranger/interpreter)
It is anticipated that the park will receive increased use when widely advertised as a park.

Relationship with Adjacent Land Uses
Opportunities for recreation and tourism in Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park are
complemented by adjacent land uses coordinated through the Lac du Bois LRUP.
The Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest north of the park provides a focus for interpretation of forest
ecosystems and forest management for local residents, tourists and students. The McQueen Lake
Environmental Education Centre addresses the broad spectrum of environmental education based
on the school curriculum with programs oriented to Kamloops area students and other organized
educational institutions.
Public education opportunities will also be available in the Noble Lake LRUP zone as part of the
woodlot management program. The Dewdrop-Rousseau WMA provides opportunities for
wildlife viewing and nature study, and education is encouraged through signs and brochures.
Together, these areas comprise close to 30,000 ha of a diverse landscape, easily accessible, close
to an urban area, with outstanding opportunities to view wildlife, study nature, and learn about
grassland and forest ecosystems. The role of the park for appreciation, understanding, and
enjoyment of nature is strengthened by association with these adjoining lands.
These lands also complement the park’s role in providing recreation opportunities and facilities.
Isobel Lake and Pass Lake offer camping facilities. The Isobel Lake Interpretive Forest provides
hiking/biking trails in forest settings, and having greater snowfall and snow retention allows for
backcountry skiing and snowmobiling. The Noble Lake zone will provide a motorcycle trail
network as an alternative to riding on the grasslands near Deep Lake. The Ord/Halston LRUP
zone provides opportunities for intensive motorized and non-motorized recreation, including a
designated ATV area, and target shooting range. Together, the zones of the LRUP offer a near
complete range of potential recreation opportunities.
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Private land east of the Tranquille WMA (Cinnamon Ridge) provides opportunities for nature
study and hiking that complements the WMA. A dike along the boundary offers potential as a
hiking route.

Resource Limitations
The natural attributes of Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park create tremendous opportunities
for outdoor recreation but also impose significant resource limitations.
Dry grassland slopes are sensitive to overuse resulting in scarring, erosion and invasion by
weeds. Extensive ad hoc trail systems still remain from the many years of uncontrolled
motorized recreation, or have become corridors for weed spread.
In poorly drained areas of heavy recreation use, fine textured soils readily become quagmires
during wet weather. These soils also result in dusty trails, and are susceptible to wind erosion.
The recreational setting of open grassland and grassland hills may limit the ‘social carrying
capacity’. This could restrict the level of recreational use that can be accommodated without
being perceived as ‘over used’ or ‘too crowded’.
Wildlife habitats and populations are also sensitive resources. The Lac du Bois wildlife viewing
plan identifies three species sensitive to wildlife viewing activities, and there are likely many
more. The flammulated owl is much sought after by bird watchers and may be sensitive to
disturbance. Breeding success of bighorn sheep in the Dewdrop may be compromised by
uncontrolled human presence. Disturbance of hibernating Townsend’s big-eared bats could be
disastrous to the population.
Sharp-tailed grouse are sensitive to disturbance by bird dogs or being flushed from dancing
grounds. Snake hibernacula are vulnerable to disturbance in early spring. Spawning beds in the
Tranquille River may be sensitive to disturbance by recreational gold panning.

Key Issues for Management Planning
Management of Natural Resources
Lac du Bois Grasslands Park has a wonderful variety of landscapes, ecosystems and habitats
within three grassland types, ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests. It is home to a wide variety
of species, some of which have very specialized habitat needs, or are of special interest because
of their rarity. It is important that these species and habitats be identified, including nesting,
foraging, resting, denning, escape, and winter areas so their needs can be met through good
management.
There is a wealth of both historical and current information available about the natural resources
of the park at various agencies and institutions that would benefit from being collected together.
The importance of the natural values found in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park and the pressures on
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them from the many users create special problems for park managers. Forest encroachment into
the grasslands, sagebrush and grasslands, management of aspen stands and shrubby gullies add
to the complexity of issues facing park managers. BC Parks is presently guided by the Lac du
Bois LRUP and the Kamloops LRMP, and use the technical expertise of other government
agencies.
Some species of plants and animals and some habitats need special management. Researchers
and staff in other agencies, as well as scientists at University College of the Cariboo, have
expertise that can be used to assist in the management of these species and habitats.

Potential Management Strategies
A major portion of the park management plan will be devoted to long-term strategic directions
for managing the natural resources of the park. The plan will acknowledge long standing uses in
the park when considering management strategies for the many interests involved. It will
recognise that there is a continuing evolution of understanding about natural resource
management. Strategies will include:
• Collation of existing information
• Inventory of natural resources
• Identification of sites of special interest
• Planning for habitat management
• Research

Weed Control and Management
The extent of the weed infestations in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park is of serious concern. Some
of the infestations are so huge that containment may no longer be possible. The weeds have led
to loss of habitat and loss of grazing opportunities. They reduce both the visual and the
recreation enjoyment of some parts of the park.
Old roads and motorbike tracks, and other old disturbances have created opportunities for weeds
to establish. New disturbances create rehabilitation concerns for park managers. Biological
control for knapweed and other weeds has been on-going for many years and the insects
involved are now quite widespread.
Kamloops Forest District has a weed control plan that includes the park and an active weed
control strategy is in place. Accurate inventory of the actual extent of the weed problem is
needed and management will have to consider aggressive action. A joint application has been
made by Kamloops Forest District and BC Parks to the Grazing Enhancement Fund to develop a
weed control plan for the park.
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Potential Management Strategies
Control and management of the weed infestations in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park will be a
critical issue to be addressed in the Park Management Plan. Strategies will include an integrated
approach across all agencies for inventory and development of a strategy for control.

Fire, Insect, and Disease Management
The dry ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests of the park have evolved under a regime of
natural and, possibly, man-made fires. There is concern about the ingrowth of conifers in the
grasslands of the park and the careful use of prescribed fire is a management option being
considered. Health problems associated with wood-burning stoves and other smoke problems
have been an issue in the Kamloops area for some years. Increased recreation use of the forests
and grasslands, however, may bring with it the problem of unintentional wild fires.
Forests adjacent to Lac du Bois Grasslands Park have been attacked in recent years by a large
number of different insects and diseases. Considerable harvesting of trees killed by mountain
pine beetle has taken place just outside the park in the forests of Red Plateau, Tranquille River
and Watching Creek. Infestations in the park are considered minor in comparison to the broader
picture, and a joint decision was made that no steps be taken to deal with the attacks.
Under present park policies it would be better to let natural processes prevail. BC Parks cannot
consider logging in parks for commercial purposes, but may consider removal of trees for insect
and disease control.
There are several parcels of private land adjacent to the forested portions of the park in the north.
Landowners are concerned about the negative impact on their property of uncontrolled fire,
insect or disease attacks in the park.

Potential Management Strategies
Forest fire management and insect and disease management will be managed in consultation
with the various resource agencies under the Kamloops LRMP implementation committee. The
Park Management Plan will address the concerns of fire, insect and disease management with a
view to minimizing the impact of an attack. The plan will develop a framework and criteria for
developing the fire, insect and disease management plan for the park.

Management for Grazing Use
Ranching has been a part of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park for over a hundred years, and the
existing grazing will continue as directed by the Kamloops LRMP Policy for Domestic
Livestock Grazing in Protected Areas. Carefully managed grazing use can help to maintain the
structure and function of grassland ecosystems. It is recognized as an integral part of the use and
management of the park.
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Kamloops Forest District manages grazing in the park through Range Use Plans based on a restrotation system in fenced pastures. Fences are an integral part of the pasture system in place on
the Lac du Bois grasslands and forests. In the past there have been problems with vandalism of
fences and other range improvements by recreation users. Fenced pastures sometimes straddle
open roads, and cattle may be found along the road right of way.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada Research Station uses the pastures under permit with BC
Parks. Their pastures are located in the western part of the grasslands, Wheeler Mountain and
Opax Hill, but their exclosures and permanent plots are scattered all over the grasslands. Some
exclosures have been in place since the 1930's, and considerable amounts of research data and
information has been accumulated. Some of the information gained over the years could be of
use in present grassland management, but is not readily available. There is potential for conflicts
between research and park conservation values.
The Nature Trust of British Columbia is managing their properties in the south Okanagan as a
Biodiversity Ranch and the BC Grasslands Conservation Council is working with a rancher at
Hamilton Commonage to create a new Range Use Plan based on protection of biodiversity.
These innovative Range Use Plans may offer some guidance to managing grazing in the park.

Potential Management Strategies
Grazing plans and agreements will be reviewed by BC Parks with Kamloops Forest District
Range staff to ensure that the timing, levels and areas of use, and range improvements benefit
grassland ecosystems, while meeting the requirements of the Range Use Plans.
The Park Management Plan will address at a strategic level a coordinated approach to managing
grazing, including the LRMP sub-committee and Memoranda of Understanding. The plan will
define the continuing role interrelationships with agencies and the role of research in the park.

Benchmark sites of Ungrazed Areas
The Kamloops LRMP Policy for Domestic Livestock grazing in Protection RMZs states that
benchmark sites of ungrazed areas will be established in Lac du Bois Grasslands Park. Two areas
have been identified by a Kamloops LRMP sub-committee with input from the ranchers affected.
One site, Cinnamon pasture, was already fenced, while an area around the Long Lake chain of
lakes were fenced in 1998. Monitoring of the Long Lake Chain has been started, with financing
from the Grazing Enhancement Fund. Other minimally-grazed areas have no fencing and
ranchers are discouraged from specifically moving cattle into them. The Long Lake chain of
lakes and wetlands provides opportunities for waterfowl viewing and duck hunting.

Potential Management Strategies
A separate grazing management plan will be developed focussing on grasslands values in the
ungrazed benchmarks in conjunction with the Park Management Plan, and taking into
consideration the Range Use Plans. A Special Management designation for these areas should be
considered.
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Management of Recreation Use
Unauthorized Use by Motorized Recreation
Access management has traditionally been the most important issue affecting the Lac du Bois
area. The wide open, intriguing landscape in a near-urban setting has attracted high levels of
recreation use. Absence of control led to ad hoc evolution of an intricate network of backcountry
roads and trails.
Although there is now much better control of motorized recreation, there are still problems with
use outside of permitted areas. The use of ATV's in grasslands has been implicated with spread
of knapweed and other noxious weeds, erosion of fragile soils, and dust and noise pollution
affecting the aesthetic appreciation of the park environment. Motorized recreation use also raises
concerns for the harassment of wildlife and domestic cattle.
The main area of motorcycle trespass is on the hills above Westsyde. Residents express concern
about environmental damage by off-highway vehicles, and resulting runoff and erosion affecting
their neighbourhood. Noise from motorcycles is also an annoyance. These problems could
escalate with future housing development in areas bordering the park.
Another area where trespass of motorized traffic is of concern is the Lac du Bois Road corridor.
Lack of pull-offs and parking areas has resulted in recreationists parking on grassy areas off the
road. This is particularly a problem during times of concentrated heavy use, as during dog trials,
or on weekends when sufficient snow is available for snowmobiling.

Potential Management Strategies
A park brochure showing open roads is available, and informational signs are posted throughout
the park to help regulate use by motorcycles and off-highway vehicles. Problems still exist in
some areas, particularly above Westsyde.
Signs at strategic locations should continue to be used to manage recreation use. Further options
for managing motorized recreation could include:

• Blockages on closed roads.
• A cooperative effort between BC Parks and the City to enhance education about access and
respect for the area. (e.g. through inserts in water bills, visits to schools and other efforts).
• provision of pull-offs and parking areas along Lac du Bois Road.
The Management Plan will provide direction to help resolve unauthorized motorized recreation
use.
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Retaining Access
Recreation use patterns are well established in Lac du Bois Park, and users value areas of
traditional use.
Local motorcycle clubs and motorized recreation users have expressed concern about long
seasonal closures of the Long Lake Road during spring thaw. The Kamloops LRMP states:
“An access corridor from Batchelor Hills to the Nobel Lake area will continue for
recreational motorcycle use.”

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will consider options for an access corridor between the designated
ATV area and motorcycle trails to the north of the park, for uses that include motorized
recreation users.

Need to Balance Conservation, Resource Use and
Recreation Use
The natural values of Lac du Bois Grassland Provincial Park are extremely important. There are
the long term ecological integrity of this special area.
A higher profile of the Lac du Bois area will gradually result from increasing awareness of park
status. Recent recreation and tourism trends suggest a growing interest in activities supported by
the park. Description of the park area and trails in recent publications will continue to encourage
use.
Many recreation users value the present sense of peacefulness, isolation, and “wildness” of this
near-urban area. Some users expressed concern of potential loss of this “wild” recreation setting.
The Park Management Plan will anticipate future increases in recreation use and ensure that
management for recreation is balanced with the importance of conservation, with the desire for a
primitive, “wild” recreation setting, and the requirements of other resource values.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will use zoning and other management tools to recommend
development strategies which strive to reflect the appropriate balance between conservation,
recreation and other resource uses.
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Need to Formalize Recreation Use and Development
Resource use in the park is managed through a variety of inter-agency agreements and permits,
while recreation use patterns have not been planned but have evolved in an ad hoc fashion over
time. In keeping with park management planning, it will be important to identify appropriate
areas and types of recreation use and development.
Previous plans and comments from many recreation users have indicated a need for recreation
facilities for the safety, comfort, and enjoyment of users and to protect the park’s environment.
At the same time, provision of access and facilities helps to encourage use in certain areas. A
Management Plan objective will be to develop strategies which avoid potential impacts from
over-use. Careful planning that includes knowledge of park resources and the needs of all
resource users, is essential to ensure that recreation use does not conflict with park conservation
and other resource values.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will identify and consider the following.
Areas of resource sensitivity.
These could include ponds and poorly drained areas, steep slopes, occurrences of rare plants,
habitat for sensitive wildlife species, Ecological Reserves, Wildlife Management Areas, areas
of visual sensitivity, and areas minimally impacted by pubic use at present. For some areas it
will also be important to identify seasons of particular sensitivity.
Areas where recreation uses are conflicting with sensitive resource values.
Concerns have been expressed regarding impact from off-highway vehicles in trespass
(especially on steep slopes and wet areas), mountain bikes (especially on slopes), rock
hounding and recreational gold panning. Use of the grasslands roads and trails during spring
melt when soils are saturated can lead to irreparable damage, spread of weeds, and loss of
forage for cattle.
Some areas of the park have particular value to wildlife at certain times of the year, and
recreational use at those times can create impacts. In some areas there have been problems
with vandalism to fences and other range improvements.
Areas where recreation uses currently, or potentially, conflict with other recreation uses.
The main reported conflict between recreation user groups was between motorized and nonmotorized users. Control of motorized users to open roads and designated trails could
resolve much of this conflict. There is also some conflict between hikers and mountain bikes
on the Dewdrop trail. Increased use by mountain bikes and horseback riders could result in
future conflicts between these users.
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The Park Management Plan will develop criteria and directions for managing conflicting uses.
Areas where facilities or improvements are required to support identified and appropriate
recreation uses.
This will include consideration of:

• Road improvements. This could include:
• Upgrading of existing roads, especially Lac du Bois Road.
• Strategies to provide for parking and access along Lac du Bois Road, Red Lake Road,
Dewdrop and Frederick Road. This may include toilet and garbage facilities.
• Potential upgrading of Long Lake Road to create a circle route for auto touring.

•

Formalized trailhead and trail development.
• Park entrance trailheads. There are numerous informal trail access routes into the
park.
Heavily used, informal trail access points originate from the Westsyde community.
There is no formal park entrance, but this area is popular with hikers, fishermen and
mountain bikers to gain access to the Deep Lake area. Access routes involve crossing
private property to enter the park. One of the most popular areas is off Ida Lane, a
trailhead that has been promoted in a Kamloops trails publication. There is
insufficient area to provide a parking lot in this location, and concern that increased
park awareness and use will create problems for the neighbourhood. Resolution of
this issue will require coordination between BC Parks and the City of Kamloops.
Another problem area may be on the south face of Mara Hill where walkers access
the canyons, hoodoos, basalts, and hillsides from a dead-end road on the north side of
the railway tracks.

The Park Management Plan will address the issue of undeveloped park access points and
trailheads as decisions are made about designations for recreation use.

• Trails. A number of earlier plans, and contact with recreation user groups, have
recommended development of additional trails in appropriate locations. Potential
trails could be located in the area of Battle Bluff, accessible sections of Tranquille
River canyon, and along the dike on east boundary of Tranquille WMA.
The Park Management Plan will consider potential development of trails in appropriate
locations.

• Developments for wildlife viewing and interpretation.
Development of interpretive facilities would enhance awareness, appreciation,
understanding and enjoyment of the park’s unique natural resources, and would help
to promote the park for nature study and wildlife viewing. Potential developments
could include strategically located interpretive signs, interpretive brochure or guide
book, and wildlife viewing facilities such as blinds.
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The Park Management Plan will consider potential development of interpretive media, and
wildlife viewing facilities in appropriate locations.

• Provision of camping facilities.
There is not a suitable location within the park to support the intensive use of vehicleaccess camping. Four Forest Service campsites are available north and west of the
park within about 6 km of the park boundary.
The Park Management Plan will assess the potential for providing camping facilities if identified
as an appropriate use through the planning process.

• Recognition of pre-existing 4 X 4 access roads. (See also section on Public Safety).
With consideration of the points above and operational factors, the Park Management Plan will
develop guidelines for a recreation strategy for the park. The strategy for recreation
development will relate to existing trails and uses, LRUP zoning and LRMP direction,
restrictions arising from the Agricultural Land Reserve, and will minimize impacts to
conservation values and resource users.

Public Safety
Public Roads
The main recreational access routes into Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park, the Lac du
Bois and Red Lake roads are public roads travelled by industrial users and school buses. The
combination of users potentially creates a safety hazard to all users.
Loaded logging trucks travel at considerable speeds and may have difficulty stopping
unexpectedly. Recreational users forced to park along the shoulder are endangered by traffic and
disturbed by dust and noise. To avoid hazards of roadside parking, many recreation users drive
and park on roadside grassland.
Winter recreation use is a particular problem when roads could be icy and drifts encroach on the
road surface. Areas of heaviest winter recreation use are around, and north of Lac du Bois Lake,
but this is also a concern within the park.

Potential Management Strategies
Previous plans for this area and input from user groups stress the need for pull-offs and/or
parking areas along Lac du Bois Road. Through overall planning for recreation and interpretive
development, the Park Management Plan will develop criteria and strategies for improving
public safety along roads, in coordination with BC Highways. Strategies could include parking
and pull-off areas, signs, and other road improvements.
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Four Wheel Drive Access Roads
There are roads within the park that have traditionally been used for off-highway vehicle
touring, including Pruden’s Pass, the Tranquille /Wheeler Mountain Road, and the Mud Lake
Road on Opax Hill. The Tranquille/Wheeler Mountain 4X4 Road offers scenic views and
completes circle routes, but has steep sections and dangerous areas. The Kamloops LRMP and
Lac du Bois LRUP recognize that 4 wheel drive access will continue, contained to open, and in
places, unmaintained roads.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will identify measures to address public safety along 4X4 roads.

Other Public Safety Concerns
Steep slopes and cliffs on the Dewdrop cliffs, south side of Mara Hill and Tranquille River
canyon may present a public liability concern for hikers. Other concerns for public safety
include potentially dangerous encounters with wildlife including cougar, rattlesnakes, and ticks.
These concerns can be addressed through public information and education.

Private Property
Private Property within the Park
There are 7 parcels of private property within the park boundary, many of which are located
away from open roads. Under the Kamloops LRMP the owners are guaranteed road and utility
access, which can be assured using existing roads. Some of these are strategically located along
recreation routes, which creates trespass problems for landowners, and detracts from the
recreation potential of the park.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will assess issues related to private property within the park. This
will involve discussion with property owners to avoid conflicts.

Private Property – Lac du Bois
A large piece of private property owned by the Frolek Cattle Company covers key recreation and
conservation features and the Lac du Bois Road corridor north of the park. The upper grasslands,
ponds, and surrounding forest areas are critical for early and mid-fall cattle grazing. High levels
of recreation use, with associated management concerns occur on this property. Trespass by
recreational users is of significant concern to the property owner.
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Potential Management Strategies
In planning for recreation development, the Park Management Plan will consider ways to attract
recreation use away from this private property. The plan will recognize the legal rights of the
property owners and clearly identify park boundaries. It will develop co-operative strategies to
meet the interests of private land owners and government agencies.

Private Property – Tranquille Property
The future of the Tranquille property is unknown.
It is possible that some of the property, specifically 82 acres along the Tranquille River corridor,
and Kamloops Lake shoreline to Cooney Bay, will revert to the Crown for park/conservation
purposes. The Ministry of Environment has identified the Tranquille corridor, and some
adjacent property that has valuable riparian habitat potentially used by listed species. Use for the
purpose of recreation trails or other developments is discouraged. The Kamloops Lake shoreline
is highly valuable for recreation use, and there has been a long-standing need for recreation
access. This property could make a valuable addition to conservation and recreation
opportunities in Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park.
Potential future use of the remainder of the property could complement or conflict with park
values.
By the time the Park Management Plan is being developed, the future of this property may be
determined. The Plan should address potential impacts on park management, and potential for
future additions.

Potential Additions to the Park
Private lands adjacent to the park and the Tranquille lands have been addressed under Recreation
Management. There are Crown lands that would make valuable additions to the park for both
conservation and recreation purposes.

Crown Land in the City of Kamloops
There are considerable areas of Crown Land around Batchelor Lake and east of the ATV area
that may be surplus to the needs of the City for future development. They are situated in the
lower grasslands and would make valuable additions to the conservation and recreation values of
the park. Much of the area is in the Agricultural Land Reserve which brings with it development
restrictions.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will identify potential additions to the park through discussions with
the City of Kamloops.
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Information and Education
Park information and user education will play an important role in management of this park.
Management problems in the past may have been in part due to lack of awareness or
understanding of the conservation values of the area, the history, or the regulations in place.

Inappropriate Uses
Long-standing problems in the Lac du Bois area have been garbage dumping, tree cutting
partying, vandalism, all of which continue today.
Management of illegal vehicle access will help to manage party use. Education, fostering respect
for the park, and regular patrols will help to control these and other inappropriate uses.
Information and education should seek to:
• Identify park boundaries along main access corridors
• Identify park zoning and any regulations and their justification.
• Identify open roads and trails.
• Educate all users to the unique nature and natural resources of the park
• Educate all users to the long grazing history, present management practices and importance
of grassland stewardship
• Educate all users to the long cultural history of the park
• Provide directional information to guide users to appropriate areas for their recreational
interest
• Within specific recreation use areas directional signs should be used as required to promote
public safety and encourage use of specified areas.
• Implement recommendations on communications made in the Lac du Bois LRUP Plan

Cultural Heritage Conservation
There is a considerable body of material related to the history of Lac du Bois Grasslands Park to
be found in the files of the various agencies that have had responsibility for managing the area.
The library at the Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada Research Station has reports going back to
before the station was established in 1947. Kamloops Forest District has original linen range
inventory maps. There is also material at the Kamloops Museum, and in personal files. There
are still people living in the Kamloops area who have personal knowledge of living and working
in the Lac du Bois area. It is important that valuable heritage and cultural material not be lost as
people retire, move, or die.

Potential Management Strategies
The Park Management Plan will develop a strategy for information and education, which will
assist management of all users.
The Park Management Plan will include a strategy for compiling an inventory of all historical
and cultural materials pertaining to Lac du Bois Grasslands Park.
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APPENDIX 1:

Related Planning Documents

Park Amendment Act (1995)
Protected Area Management Principles
Compatibility of Selected Activities, Services and Use in Protected Areas - a matrix
LRMP Directions:
2.3.1
Resource Management Objectives and Strategies: Protection RMZs
2.3.1.1 Domestic Livestock Grazing in Protection RMZs
2.3.24.3 Bonaparte Protection RMZ: Recommended Management for Bonaparte
Protection Zone
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Certified correct as passed Third Reading on the 12th day of July, 1995
Ian D. Izard, Law Clerk

MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT,
LANDS AND PARKS
BILL 53 - 1995
PARK AMENDMENT ACT, 1995
HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of the
Province of British Columbia, enacts as follows:
1.

Section 5 of the Park Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 309, is amended
(a)

by repealing subsection (2) and substituting the following:
(2)

(b)

(a)

is not less than 7 300 000 hectares, and

(b)

will be not less than 10 000 000 hectares by January 1, 2000, and

by adding the following subsection:
(3.2)

2.

Notwithstanding that the power conferred on the Lieutenant Governor in Council by
subsection (1) is expressed by being permissive, the Lieutenant Governor in Council
shall exercise that power to the extent and as often as may be necessary to ensure that
the total area of parks and recreation areas

The Provincial parks named and described in Schedule D are hereby established as
Provincial parks of Class A, and are dedicated to the preservation of their natural
environments for the inspiration, use and enjoyment of the public.

Section 7 is amended by striking out "section 5 (3) and (3. 1)," and substituting
“section 5 (3), (3. 1) and (3.2),".

3.

The following section is added:

Offences and penalties
32.1 (1)

A person who contravenes any provision of this Act commits an offence
and is liable to a fine of up to $1 000 000. or a term of imprisonment of not more than
one year or both.

(2) A person who contravenes a regulation commits an offence and is liable to a fine of up to
$200 000.
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4

(3)

When a contravention of the Act or regulations continues for more than one day, the
person is guilty of a separate offence for each day on which the contravention
continues.

(4)

Section 5 of the Offence Act does not apply to this Act or the regulations.

Schedules A to C are repealed and Schedules A to D to this Act are substituted.

Transitional - park use permits for new parks
5.

(1)

Despite the Park Act, when an area of Crown land is established as a park undersection 5
(3.2) of that Act, the Lieutenant Governor in Council may, by order, authorize the minister
to issue a park use permit authorizing a person who holds a permit or other authorization
under an enactment or a lien, charge or encumbrance with respect to the Crown land to
continue to do anything that the person was authorized to do by the permit or other
authorization or by the lien, charge or encumbrance, other than commercial logging, mining
or hydro electric development.

(2)

Despite the Park Act, the minister may renew, cancel, amend or transfer a park use permit
issued under subsection (1) of this section.

Transitional - validation of existing permits
6.

(1)

A park use permit issued before the commencement of this Act is conclusively deemed to
have been validly issued in compliance with the Park Act as it read on the date on which the
permit was issued.

(2)

Despite the Park Act, the minister may renew, cancel, amend or transfer a park use permit
issued under subsection (1).

(3)

Subsection (1) is retroactive to the extent necessary to give it full force and effect.

Transitional - continuation of grazing and
hay cutting licences and permits
7.
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(1)

Despite section 3, 28 or any other provision of the Park Act, a grazing licence or permit or a
hay cutting licence or permit that was issued under section 5, 6, 7 or 8 of the Range Act with
respect to an area of land that is included in a park established by section 5 (3.2) of the Park
Act continues as a grazing licence or permit or a hay cutting licence or permit under the
Range Act, and shall be administered and managed in accordance with that Act.

(2)

A grazing licence or permit or hay cutting licence or permit referred to in this section may be
transferred, renewed, cancelled or amended in accordance with the Range Act.

Consequential Amendments
Carmanah Pacific Park Act

8.

Sections I and 4 to 7 and Schedules I and 2 of the Carmanah Pacific Park Act, S.B.C 1990,
c. 36, are repealed.
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

9.

Schedule 2 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, S.B.C. 1992, c.
61, is amended by striking out "Carmanah Valley Forest Management Advisory
Committee" in the column headed "Public Body" and by striking out "Minister of Forests"
in the opposite column.

Commencement
10.

(1) Section 95 of Schedule D comes into force on February 21, 1996.
(2) Section 104 (b) of Schedule D comes into force on December 31, 1995.
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Resource and Recreation Use Guidelines
for Protected Areas
In June 1993, the Government of British Columbia released A Protected Areas Strategy for
British Columbia - the protected areas component of BC’s land use strategy. This policy sets
forth a vision for a comprehensive protected areas system in British Columbia and a set of
policies related to system goals, definitions and criteria to meet this vision; sets forth a process
and associated guidelines for identifying candidate protected areas; defines linkages to land use
planning processes; addresses transitional issues such as existing land and resource use tenures
and the compatibility of some existing designations with the definition of protected areas; and
commits the government to increase the percentage of the provincial land base dedicated to
protected areas from 6% to 12% by the year 2000.

The Protected Areas Strategy identifies the broad framework within which protected areas will
be examined and protected. It does not, however, explicitly address resource use issues or the
appropriateness of a variety of recreation and tourism activities and services within protected
areas, causing uncertainty among resource users and others participating in land use processes or
potentially impacted by the designation of new protected areas.

The management of protected areas differs markedly from that of other lands and waters. The
maintenance of ecological integrity, consistent with supporting recreational and cultural
experiences where and when appropriate, will be the primary factor in management decisions
while respecting government's land use plan commitments.

The protected areas management principles are intended to provide overall management
guidance and to serve as a decision-support framework for determining appropriate uses in
protected areas. The principles and accompanying policies on allowable activities within
protected areas should be viewed as guidelines rather than absolutes. They are intended to
provide the necessary flexibility to respond to practical realities, incorporate Cabinet directions
stemming from earlier land use decisions and provide increased certainty respecting the longterm management of protected areas.
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Protected Areas Management Principles
The protected areas system comprises a family of protected areas.

The system, rather than individual
areas, provides for the diversity of ecosystems, special features and outdoor recreation opportunities and
experiences sought. As such, not all allowed uses are appropriate within every protected area.

An allowed activity may not be appropriate within all areas of a protected area. Individual
protected areas may be zoned to provide optimum protection to protected area values. Zones
within protected areas should range from areas which exclude public access in order to protect
fragile and vulnerable ecosystems and sensitive, rare and endangered species, to zones which
accommodate and/or enhance recreational and cultural opportunities and experiences.

Protected areas are established in perpetuity so that the ecological systems they encompass can continue
to evolve with the minimum of intervention. Active management/habitat manipulation may be allowed
when the structure or formation of ecosystems is seriously altered and manipulation is the only possible
or best alternative available to restore ecological integrity.

Use of protected areas will be encouraged, where appropriate and consistent with the principle of
maintaining ecological integrity, in order to realize the spiritual, recreational, educational, cultural,
tourism and health benefits that protected areas can provide. Allowable activities and uses should draw
their meaning from association with and direct relation to the natural and cultural resources of the
protected area. All uses of protected areas must be assessed in regard to their impact on the ecological
systems and the key natural, cultural and recreational values of particular areas.

Land use activities and traditional cultural uses that have changed a landscape and have acquired
significance in their own right, may be recognized and respected.

The Protected Areas Strategy respects the treaty rights and Aboriginal rights and interests that exist in
British Columbia. Aboriginal peoples may use protected areas for sustenance activities and traditional
ceremonial and spiritual practices, subject to conservation objectives.

Developments within protected areas should be fully compatible with the principles of maintaining
ecological integrity and minimum intervention with natural 0processes. Developments should directly
complement and be integral to the opportunities being provided and complement the purpose, objectives
and role of the particular protected area. Wherever possible, intensive recreational and tourism
developments should occur in adjacent areas outside of protected area boundaries.

Recognition and special consideration will be given to existing tenures, licences, authorizations and
public use where uses are compatible with the objectives for which the area was established. Uses which
have been approved for continuation in protected areas will be fully respected.

Protected areas are not islands; they exist as part of larger ecosystems and cultural landscapes.

Therefore,
management decisions, both inside and outside of protected areas, should be coordinated and integrated to
the greatest extent possible while recognizing that resource development activities outside of protected
areas are appropriate and necessary.

Protected areas are a public trust and opportunities for the public to provide input into the planning and
management of the protected areas system and individual protected areas must not be abridged. Planning
and management should be done in partnership with key public stakeholders and government resource
agencies.

Protected area management plans will be established through an open public process.
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COMPATIBILITY OF SELECTED ACTIVITIES, SERVICES
AND USE IN PROTECTED AREAS

ACTIVITY/USE/FACILITY

ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED

COMMENTS

LOGGING

NOT ALLOWED

AS APPROVIED BY CABINET (PAS)

MINING

NOT ALLOWED

AS APPROVED BY CABINET (PAS)

HYDROELECTRIC
DEVELOPMENT

NOT ALLOWED

AS APPROVED BY CABINET (PAS)

GRAZING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

AS APPROVED BY CABINET. EXISTING
TRANSFERABLE. NO NEW TENURES TO BE
ISSUED EXCEPT FOR EXPRESSED
MANAGEMENT PURPOSES AS DEFINED BY A
PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN.

HUNTING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

FISHING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

FISH STOCKING AND
ENHANCEMENT

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

THE USE OF SPECIES OR STOCKS NOT
NATIVE TO THE WATERSHED WILL
NOT BE ALLOWED.

TRAPPING

NOT ALLOWED/EXISTING
TENURES
GRANDPARENTED

MAY BE PERMITTED FOR EXPRESSED
MANAGEMENT PURPOSES AS
DEFINED BY PROTECTED AREA
MANAGEMENT PLAN.EXISTING
TENURES ARE NORMALLY
RENEWABLE AND TRANSFERABLE.

HORSE USE

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

LIMITED TO DESIGNATED ZONES
AND/OR TRAILS.

PACK ANIMAL USE

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

LIMITED TO DESIGNATED ZONES
AND/OR TRAILS.

WATER CONTROL
STRUCTURES

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ONLY IN INTENSIVE RECREATION ZONES TO
ENHANCE RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
OR FOR EXPRESSED MANAGEMENT
PURPOSES AS DEFINED BY MANAGEMENT
PLAN. INFRASTRUCTURE EXISTING AT THE
TIME OF AREA ESTABLISHMENT NORMALLY
ALLOWED TO REMAIN.

POWERLINE/TRANSMISSION
LINE AND OTHER RIGHTS-OFWAY

NOT ALLOWED

ALLOWED IF THERE ARE NO PRACTICAL AND
FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES. IF PRESENT AT
TIME OF AREA ESTABLISHMENT, NORMALLY
ALLOWED TO CONTINUE.
4
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COMMUNICATION SITES

NOT ALLOWED

ALLOWED FOR ESSENTIAL PROTECTED AREA
MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION NEEDS OR IF
THERE ARE NOT PRACTICAL OR FEASIBLE
ALTERNATIVES. IF PRESENT AT TIME OF AREA
ESTABLISHMENT, NORMALLY ALLOWED TO
CONTINUE.

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

PERMITS FROM MANAGING AGENCY WILL BE
REQUIRED.

COMMERCIAL OYSTER AND
MARINE PLANT HARVESTING

NOT ALLOWED/EXISTING
LICENCES
GRANDPARENTED

EXISTING LICENCES ARE NORMALLY
RENEWABLE AND TRANSFERABLE.

RECREATIONAL SHELLFISH
AND MARINI PLANT
HARVESTING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

FINFISH, SHELLFISH AND
MARINE PLANT FARMING

NOT ALLOWED/EXISTING
LICENCES
GRANDPARENTED

COMMERCIAL GUIDING
HUNTING
FISHING
NATURE TOURS
RIVER RAFTING

COMMERCIAL FISHING
NON-TIDAL WATERS
MARINE WATERS

NOT ALLOWED
NOT ALLOWED

TOURISM-RELATED
INFRASTRUCTURE
RESORTS

NOT ALLOWED

LODGES/CABINS
GUEST RANCHES
BACKCOUNTRY HUTS

EXISTING LICENCES ARE NORMALLY
RENEWABLE AND TRANSFERABLE

SUBJECT TO AGREEMENT BY DFO.

AS APPROVED BY CABINET (PAS).
FACILITIES EXISTING AT TIME OF AREA
ESTABLISHMENT ALLOWED TO REMAIN.

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

MARINAS

NOT ALLOWED

INFRASTRUCTURE EXISTING AT THE TIME OF
AREA ESTABLISHMENT ALLOWED TO REMAIN.

ROADS WITHIN PROTECTED
AREAS

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
MANAGEMENT PLAN

NEW ROAD DEVELOPMENT MUST BE
IDENTIFIED IN MANAGEMENT PLANS.

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN
NOT ALLOWED

LIMITED TO DESIGNATED ZONES AND/OR
TRAILS.

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

LIMITED TO DESIGNATED ZONES AND/OR
TRAILS.

OFF-ROAD ACTIVITIES
SNOWMOBILING
MOTORIZED ACTIVITIES
(VEHICLES WITH MOTORS)
MECHANICAL ACTIVITIES
(VEHICLES WHICH ARE NOT
MOTORIZED, E.G. MOUNTAIN
BIKES)
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WATER: MOTORIZED
ACTIVITIES

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

AIRCRAFT ACCESS

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

HELI-SKIING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

HELI-HIKING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

CAT-ASSISTED SKIING

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

FIRE MANAGEMENT
WILDFIRE MANAGEMENT

FOR DESTINATION ACCESS PURPOSES ONLY
(DROP VISITORS OFF)

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

WILDFIRES ARE A NATURALLY OCCURRING
ECOLOGICAL PROCESS. POLICY RECOGNIZES
NEED TO PROTECT PUBLIC SAFETY/
FACILITIES, VALUES ON ADJACENT LANDS, ETC.

PRESCRIBED FIRE
MANAGEMENT

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ONLY FOR EXPRESSED MANAGEMENT
PURPOSES AS DEFINED BY A PROTECTED
AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN.

PREVENTION AND

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO

INSECT/DISEASE CONTROL

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

INDIGENOUS INSECT/DISEASE OUTBREAKS
ARE NATURALLY OCCURRING PHENOMENA.
POLICY RECOGNIZES THE NEED TO PREVENT
UNACCEPTABLE DAMAGE TO VALUES ON
ADJACENT LANDS, PREVENT DAMAGE TO
SIGNIFICANT RECREATION FEATURES OR
VALUES, ETC
COMMERCIAL LOGGING TO REMOVE
INFECTED TREES MAY BE ALLOWED.

EXOTIC ORGANISMS CONTROL

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ECOSYSTEM AND HABITAT
RESTORATION

ALLOWED SUBJECT TO
THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

MANIPULATIVE ACTIVITIES NORMALLY NOT
ALLOWED. SPECIMEN COLLECTIONS ONLY
ALLOWED IF RESULTS IN INFORMATION
PROVIDING INCREASED SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE (E.G. GEOLOGY, FORESTRY,
ETC.) OR PROTECTION AND/OR
UNDERSTANDING OF PROTECTED AREA
VALUES. PERMITS FROM MANAGING AGENCY
WILL BE REQUIRED.
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2.3.1 Resource Management Objectives and Strategies
The overall objective of Protection Resource Management Zones is to protect viable,
representative examples of British Columbia's natural diversity and recreational opportunities
and to protect special natural, cultural heritage and recreational features.
Logging, mining and energy exploration and development will not be allowed to occur in
Protection RMZs. However many other existing activities will continue to be allowed, subject to
the management plan for each RMZ. The planning and management of the new protection
resource management zones will carried out in a cooperative manner by BC Parks and other
agencies, where appropriate. Local level planning processes will develop the management plans
for individual Protection RMZs, consistent with the objectives and strategies outlined in the
following pages, and will encourage the involvement of all parties with a key interest or stake in
the plan.
It is important to note that the establishment of these protected areas should not negatively
impact resource development activities on the adjacent landbase. For example, mineral
exploration and mine development can proceed adjacent to a protected area, subject to existing
regulations and standards.
There are five different management categories for Protection RMZs, as outlined in A Protected
Areas Strategy for BC: strict preservation; wilderness; cultural and heritage sites; natural
environment-based outdoor recreation; and intensive recreation and tourism sites. Each
Protection RMZ has a unique combination of one, some or all of these categories, as well as its
own set of specific objectives and strategies.
Objectives and strategies applying to all Protection RMZs are outlined in the following table.
Objectives

Strategies

•

•

Logging, mining and energy exploration and
development are prohibited in all Protection RMZs.

•

Appropriate control measures may be undertaken to
control disease, insect infestation, noxious weeds
(control methods will emphasize biological and
cultural control methods), and fire where this is
consistent with maintaining values within and
outside of Protection RMZs and is consistent with
local level plans.

•

The Grazing Policy recognizes certain categories
where grazing will be prohibited.

Protect viable, representative
examples of British Columbia's
natural diversity and recreational
opportunities and to protect special
natural, cultural heritage and
recreational features.

March 31, 1996

Section 2.3
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Objectives and strategies for Protection RMZs cont'd
Objectives

Strategies

•

•

Domestic Livestock Grazing: The majority of
Protection RMZs have existing grazing tenures,
which are an allowed use and which will be permitted
to continue subject to the Grazing Policy guidelines
developed by the LRMP table (Section 2.3.1.1).

•

Trapping, and commercial tourism: Many Protection
RMZs have existing tenures that will be allowed to
continue.

•

To prevent recreational overuse, a local level plan
may give direction to the use and access to an RMZ
to preserve both the environment and the experience
of using the area. Both public independent and
commercial recreation use may be managed for this
reason.

•

Existing utilities, such as transmission lines, pipelines
and communications towers will be allowed to
continue.

•

Water Licenses: Most Protection RMZs have existing
water licenses that may include domestic, RMZs
irrigation, diversions and water storage structures.
These licences and the ability to manage them for
their licensed use will be allowed to continue within
Protection RMZs. RMZ management plans will
allow for the continued access, maintenance and
rehabilitation of water tenures.

•

Operators and tenure holders shall be entitled to fair
and equitable compensation, subject to provincial
policy, where they are not allowed to continue, sell or
transfer their uses or operations.

•

Respect existing uses where these
meet the objectives of Protection
RMZs.

Respect existing uses where these
meet the objectives of Protection
RMZs.

July 28, 1995
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Objectives and strategies for Protection RMZs cont'd
Objectives

Strategies

•

•

Access in Protection RMZs is often crucial to
existing uses. Current methods of access to manage
existing tenures will generally continue. Further
access management concerns will be addressed in
local level plans for Protection RMZs.

•

In RMZs having existing or potential tourism
operations, and where tourism is an acceptable use,
an appropriate local level plan will determine the
desirability, necessity, location and type of access.

•

Local level plans will address motorized and nonmotorized use.

•

Allocation of new tenures will be subject to local
level plans for the RMZ. Proposals for new uses
will respect existing uses.

•

Proposals for new recreation and tourism uses will
be reviewed in the context of the local level plan
and the specific objectives and strategies for the
RMZ.

•

Competitive sporting events, such as orienteering
and cross-country skiing, are not necessarily
excluded from Protection RMZs with a recreation
and tourism emphasis. These uses must be
compatible with the objectives and strategies for
each area.

•

Maintain a level of access
appropriate to the objectives of the
RMZ.

Assess and evaluate new proposals
for use.

July 28, 1995
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2.3.1.1 Domestic Livestock Grazing in Protection RMZs
The Kamloops LRMP Policy for Domestic Livestock Grazing in Protected Areas (Appendix 9)
provides specific direction for managing grazing in these zones. In areas where grazing tenures
already exist, these tenures are permitted to continue, and will be renewable and transferable
subject to the Grazing Policy. The following Protection RMZs having existing grazing tenures
which will be permitted to continue:
Arrowstone (south of Back Valley Rd. and north tip)
Blue Earth Lakes
Bonaparte
Caverhill Mgh Basin
Cornwall
Dunn Peak (portions)
Emar
Guichon

Lac du Bois
McConnell Lake
Oregon Jack
Paul Lake Addition
Rattlesnake
Roche Lake
Two Spring

Increases in AUM's will generally not be permitted in these areas. Unallocated areas within
RMZs that are partially covered by grazing tenures will remain unallocated, unless a local level
plan recommends a new allocation that is consistent with the objectives and goals of the
Protection RMZ. A local level planning process may also recommend that a reduction or
removal of a grazing tenure is required to meet the objectives of the zone, and will review Range
Use Plans for these zones.
Benchmark sites of ungrazed areas will be established in most Protection RMZs that are grazed,
and in some areas outside of Protection RMZS, and will be managed in accordance with the
strict preservation management category.
•

Grazing will not be allowed in the following Protection RMZs which do not have existing
grazing tenures:

Arrowstone (most of area north of Back Valley Rd.)
Clearwater River Corridor
Elephant

Porcupine Meadows
Trophy Mountain
Upper Adams

The Ministry of Forests is responsible for the management and administration of range resources
in Protection RMZS. The Forest Practices Code will be used as a base for range management.
Range Use Plans determined and approved by a local level planning group may establish
management practices that exceed the Code. Flexibility remains for a local level planning group
to allow domestic livestock grazing in Protection RMZs as a vegetation management tool or a
fire (fuel) management tool to achieve RMZ objectives.

March 31, 1996

Section 2.3
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APPENDIX 2:

Recreation User Survey

FORECON Consulting Services
265 Cypress Drive, Vernon, BC V1B 2Y1

Phone: (250) 545-4406

To: Recreation Users, Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park
I am working with Frances Vyse, Mariposa Trails of Kamloops on preparing a Management Plan
Background Document for Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park. When completed, the
Background Document will provide a resource atlas with information on the natural resources,
recreation and tourism values and opportunities, cultural values, and land status. The
Background Document will provide a reference base and be used to identify planning issues for
future preparation of the Lac du Bois Grasslands Park Management Plan.
Surveys of recreation use in the area were undertaken in the early and late 1980’s. During the
past 10 years planning processes have resulted in changes, including establishment of the Lac du
Bois Grasslands Provincial Park in 1996. In planning for this new park it is important to have a
good understanding of current recreation use. This survey, together with personal contact and
on-site observations will help identify current and potential recreation and tourism use.
Please answer the following questions based on your experience with outdoor recreation in the
area of Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park, shown on the attached map. (Note the changes
to the park boundary in the south-west; other minor adjustments are being finalized.) Please use
the back of this page or a separate piece of paper. Please return this survey by January 20, 2000.
A stamped, addressed envelope is included. You will be contacted by phone in January for
further discussion.
1. What type(s) of recreation use do you participate in?
2. What area(s) do you use? Please indicate area and type of activities on attached map.
3. When do you participate in these activities? (Season, weekdays/weekends)
4. Compared to other areas around Kamloops that you use for this activity(ies), what level of
use would you describe at Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park? (Low, Medium, High)
5. Why do you use Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park for this activity(ies)? (E.g. special
or unique qualities not available elsewhere; role of this area for outdoor recreation)
6. Is there anything that conflicts with enjoyment of your recreation activities in Lac du Bois
Provincial Park?
7. Do you feel that there is potential for outdoor recreation and tourism currently unfulfilled in
Lac du Bois Grasslands Provincial Park? What, if any, recreation facilities would enhance
opportunities in the park? Please describe.
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8. What trends do you feel will affect future recreation use and management in the park?
9. Do you have any concerns or issues that you feel should be addressed by the Management
Plan?
Thank you very much for your response to these questions. Your local knowledge is a very
important source of information for the Lac du Bois Grasslands Background Document. If you
have any questions or comments regarding this survey, please phone Frances Vyse (250-3728607, or myself (250-545-4406).
Yours truly,

Debbie Clarke
FORECON Consulting Services
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APPENDIX 3:

Grazing Tenures

Tenures
Frolek Cattle Co. Ltd.

Area
Lac du Bois
Dewdrop

Months Grazed
Apr. 2 - May 20
Apr.20 - Oct. 15

Frolek Cattle Co. Ltd.

Lac du Bois

Apr. 7 - May 31

Watching
Creek

June 1 - Aug. 31

Lac du Bois

Sep. 1 - Nov. 30

Lac du Bois
Watching
Creek
Lac du Bois
Lac du Bois

Apr. 7 - May 31
June 1 - Aug. 31

Watching
Creek
Lac du Bois

June 1 - Aug. 31

Lac du Bois

Apr. 7 - May 31

Watching
Creek
Lac du Bois

June 1 - Aug. 31

Lac du Bois

Apr. 7 - May 31

Watching
Creek
Lac du Bois

June 1 - Aug. 31

Erik Bergstrand

D.M. Speller

D.V. & T.D. Inskip

Sep. 1 - Nov. 30
Apr. 7- May 31

Sep. 1 - Nov. 30

Sep. 1 - Nov. 30

Sep. 1 - Nov. 30

Cattle
150 cc
150 y
150 c/c
250 y
193 c/c
7b
250 y
225 c/c
10 b
250 y
325 c/c
10 b
90 cattle
120 cattle
120 cattle
109 c/c
6b
141 c/c
7b
141 c/c
7b
90 c/c
5b
90c/c
5b
90 c/c
5b
205 c/c
10 b
205 c/c
10 b
205 c/c
10 b

AUMs

License #
RAN0701488

788

RAN070795

1455

1755

158
360
360
201

RAN070785

444
424
166

RAN070793

285
285
376

RAN070782

645
645

Abbreviations:
b
bull
c/c
cow/calf pair
y
yearling
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APPENDIX 4:

Resource Lists

Draft Wildlife Species and Occurrence List
Draft trees, Shrubs, Plants List
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Animal List of Lac du Bois (in part after Ritcey 1990)
(List from Lac du Bois Grasslands Park Management Plan – DRAFT by Dr. Tom Dickinson.)
This list is not compiled from field studies, until that is done it should be used as a guide only.
Birds
Common Loon
Pied-billed Grebe
Horned Grebe
Red-necked Grebe
Eared Grebe
Western Grebe
Great Blue Heron
Tundra Swan
Trumpeter Swan
Canada Goose
Green-winged Teal
Mallard
Northern Pintail
Blue-winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
Northern Shoveler
Gadwall
Eurasian Widgeon
American Widgeon
Canvasback
Redhead
Ring-necked Duck
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Harlequin Duck
White-winged Scoter
Common Goldeneye
Barrow’s Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Common Merganser
Ruddy Duck
Osprey
Bald Eagle
Northern Harrier
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk
Northern Goshawk
Swainson’s Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
Ferruginous Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk

Status
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Blue
Yellow
Red
Yellow

Occurrence
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
All Year
Summer
Spring
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Spring
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Spring
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
All Year
All Year
All Year
Summer
All Year
Summer
Winter
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Birds
Golden Eagle
American Kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine Falcon
Gyrfalcon
Prairie Falcon
Chukar
Spruce Grouse
Blue Grouse
Ruffed Grouse
Sharp-tailed Grouse
Virginia Rail
Sora
American Coot
Sandhill Crane
Killdeer
Greater Yellowlegs
Lesser Yellowlegs
Solitary Sandpiper
Spotted Sandpiper
Long-billed Curlew
Common Snipe
Wilson’s Phalarope
Bonaparte’s Gull
Herring Gull
Black Tern
Rock Dove
Mourning Dove
Flammulated Owl
Great Horned Owl
Northern Hawk Owl
Northern Pygmy Owl
Burrowing Owl
Great Gray Owl
Long-eared Owl
Short-eared Owl
Northern Saw-whet Owl
Common Nighthawk
Common Poorwill
Black Swift
Vaux’s Swift
White-throated Swift
Calliope Hummingbird
Rufous Hummingbird
Belted Kingfisher
Lewis’ Woodpecker

Status
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Blue
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue

Occurrence
All Year
All Year
All Year
Winter
Winter
Winter
All Year
All Year
All Year
All year
All year
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer

Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
All year
Summer
Summer
All year
All year
Summer
All year
All year
All year
All year
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
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Birds
Red-naped Sapsucker
Downy Woodpecker
Hairy Woodpecker
Three-toed Woodpecker
Black-backed Woodpecker
Northern Flicker
Pileated Woodpecker
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Western Wood Peewee
Willow Flycatcher
Least Flycatcher
Dusky Flycatcher
Pacific-slope Flycatcher
Say’s Phoebe
Western Kingbird
Eastern Kingbird
Horned Lark
Tree Swallow
Violet-green Swallow
Northern Rough-winged
Swallow
Bank Swallow
Cliff Swallow
Barn Swallow
Gray Jay
Steller’s Jay
Clark’s Nutcracker
Black-billed Magpie
American Crow
Common Raven
Black-capped Chickadee
Mountain Chickadee
Chestnut-backed Chickadee
Red-breasted Nuthatch
White-breasted Nuthatch
Pygmy Nuthatch
Brown Creeper
Rock Wren
Winter Wren
Marsh Wren
American Dipper
Golden-crowned Kinglet
Ruby-crowned Kinglet
Mountain Bluebird
Townsend’s Solitaire
Swainson’s Thrush

Status
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Occurrence
Summer
All year
All year
All year
All year
All year
All year
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Summer
Summer
Summer
All year
All year
All year
All year
Summer
All year
All year
All year
Winter
All year
All year
All year
All year
Summer
Summer
Summer
All year
All year
Summer
Summer
All year
Summer
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Birds
Hermit Thrush
American Robin
Varied Thrush
Northern Mockingbird
Sage Thrasher
American Pulpit
Bohemian Waxwing
Cedar Waxwing
Northern Shrike
European Starling
Solitary Vireo
Warbling Vireo
Orange-crowned Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Townsend’s Warbler
MacGillivray’s Warbler
Common Yellowthroat
Wilson’s Warbler
Western Tanager
Lazuli Bunting
Rufous-sided Towhee
American Tree Sparrow
Chipping Sparrow
Clay-coloured Sparrow
Brewer’s Sparrow
Vesper Sparrow
Lark Sparrow
Savannah Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Lincoln’s Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Dark-eyed Junco
Lapland Larkspur
Snow Bunting
Red-winged Blackbird
Western Meadowlark
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Rusty Blackbird
Brewer’s Blackbird
Brown-headed Cowbird
Northern Oriole
Rosy Finch
Pine Grosbeak
Cassin’s Finch
House Finch

Status
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow

Occurrence
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Winter
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Fall
Winter
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Winter
All year
All year
All year
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Birds
Red Crossbill
White-winged Crossbill
Common Redpoll
Hoary Redpoll
Pine siskin
American Goldfinch
Evening Grosbeak

Status
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Occurrence
All year
All year
Winter
Winter
All year
All year
All year

Mammals
Badger
Black Bear
Bobcat
Cougar
Coyote
Deer mice
Fringed Myotis
Gray Wolf
Long-tail Weasel
Masked Shrew
Meadow Voles
Montane Vole
Moose
Mule Deer
Nuttall's Cottontail
Pacific Water Shrew
Red Backed Voles
Red Fox
Short tailed Weasel
Spotted Bat
Striped Skunk
Townsend's Big-eared Bat
Yellow Bellied Marmot
Yellow Pine Chipmunks

Status
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Yellow

Occurrence

Reptiles & Amphibians
Common and Western
Terrestrial Garter snakes
Long-toed Salamander
Northern Alligator Lizard
Pacific Tree Frog
Rubber Boa
Spotted Frog
Western Rattlesnake
Western Skink
Western Toad

Status

Occurrence

Blue
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Some Common Plants of Lac du Bois
(names follow Douglas, Straley and Meidinger 1989)
(List from Lac du Bois Grasslands Park Management Plan – DRAFT by Dr. Tom Dickinson.)
This list is not compiled from field studies, until that is done it should be used as a guide only.
TREES
Acer glabrum
Betula papyrifera
Betula occidentalis
Picea engelmannii x glauca
Pinus contorta
Pinus ponderosa
Populus tremuloides

Douglas maple
paper birch
water (black) birch
hybrid white spruce
lodgepole pine
Ponderosa pine
trembling aspen
Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa black cottonwood
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Douglas-fir
Thuja plicata
Western redcedar
SHRUBS
Alnus incana ssp. tenuifolia
Alnus crispa ssp. crispa
Amelanchier alnifolia
Arcostaphylos uva-ursi
Artemisia tridentata
Artemisia frigida
Artemisia campestris
Betula glandulosa
Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Cornus canadensis
Cornus stolonifera
Corylus cornuta
Cretaegus douglasii
Holodiscus discolor
Juniperus communis
Juniperus scopulorum
Ledum groenlandicum
Lonicera ciliosa
Lonicera involucrata
Mahonia aquifolium
Pachistima myrsinites
Prunus emarginata
Prunus virginiana
Rhus glabra
Ribes cereum
Ribes lacustre

mountain alder
green alder
saskatoon
kinnikinnick
big sagebrush
pasture sage
Northern wormwood
scrub birch
common rabbit-brush
bunchberry
red-osier dogwood
beaked hazelnut
black hawthorn
ocean spray
common juniper
Rocky Mountain juniper
Labrador tea
Western trumpet honeysuckle
black twinberry
tall Oregon-grape
falsebox
bitter cherry
choke cherry
smooth sumac
squaw current
black gooseberry
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Ribes spp.
Rosa acicularis
Rosa gymnocarpa
Rosa nutkana
Rosa woodsii
Rubus idaeus ssp. melanolasius
Salix scouleriana
Salix bebbiana
Sambucus racemosa
Shepherdia canadensis
Spiraea betulifolia var. lucida
Spiraea pyramidata
Symphoricarpos albus
Tetradymia canescens
Vaccinium scoparium
Vaccinium spp.

black current
prickly rose
baldhip rose
Nootka rose
prairie rose
red raspberry
Scouler’s willow
Bebb’s willow
black elderberry
soopolallie
birch-leaved spirea
pyramid spirea
common snowberry
grey horsebrush
grouseberry
blueberry / huckleberry

HERBS, FORBS AND GRASSESS
Achillea millefolium
Agoseris spp.
Agropyron cristatum
Allium cernuum
Amaranthus albus
Androsace septentrionalis
Anemone multifida
Antennaria dimorpha
Antennaria parviflora
Antennaria microphylla
Antennaria neglecta
Antennaria umbrinella
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Arabis holboellii
Arctium minus
Arctium lappa
Arenaria capillaris
Arenaria nuttallii
Aristida longiseta
Arnica cordifolia
Aruncus dioicus
Asarum caudatum
Asparagus officinalis
Aster ciliolatus
Aster conspicuus
Aster ericoides ssp. pansus

yarrow
agoseris
crested wheatgrass
nodding onion
white pigweed
Northern fairy-candelabra
cut-leaved anemone
low pussytoes
Nuttall’s pussytoes
rosy pussytoes
field pussytoes
umber pussytoes
spreading dogbane
Holboell’s rockcress
common burdock
great burdock
thread-leaved sandwort
Nuttall’s sandwort
red three-awn
heart-leaved arnica
goatsbeard
wild ginger
wild asparagus
fringed aster
showy aster
tufted white prairie aster
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Aster foliaceous
Astragalus beckwithii
Astragalus collinus
Astragalus miser
Astragalus purshii
Astragalus tenellus
Balsamorhiza sagittata
Bassia hyssopifolia
Bromus inermis
Bromus japonicus
Bromus tectorum
Bromus vulgaris
Calamagrostis rubescens
Calochortus macrocarpus
Campanula rotundifolia
Carex concinnoides
Carex inops
Carex petasata
Carex praticola
Carex rostrata
Castillega lutescens
Castilleja thompsonii
Centaurea diffusa
Centaurea maculosa
Centaurea repens
Cerastium arvense
Chenopodium album
Cichorium intybus
Cicuta douglasii
Cirsium arvense
Cirsium undulatum
Claytonia lanceolata
Clematis ligusticifolia
Clintonia uniflora
Collinsia parviflora
Comandra umbellata
Crepis atrabarba
Cryptogramma acrostichoides
Cynoglossum officinale
Dactylis glomerata
Danthonia californica
Danthonia intermedia
Delphinium nuttallianum
Descurainia pinnata
Distichlis stricta

leafy aster
Weiser milk-vetch
hillside milk-vetch
timber milk-vetch
woolypod milk-vetch
pulse milk-vetch
arrow-leaved balsamroot
five-hooked bassia
smooth brome
drooping brome
cheatgrass
Columbia brome
pinegrass
sagebrush mariposa lily
common harebell
Northwestern sedge
long-stoloned sedge
pasture sedge
meadow sedge
beaked sedge
yellowish paintbrush
Thompson's paintbrush
diffuse knapweed
spotted knapweed
Russian knapweed`
field chickweed
lamb’s-quarters
chicory
Douglas’ water-hemlock
Canada thistle
wavy-leaved thistle
Western springbeauty
white clematis
queens-cup
small-flowered blue-eyed Mary
pale comandra
slender hawksbeard
parsley fern
hound's tongue
orchardgrass
California oatgrass
timber oatgrass
Nuttall’s larkspur
Western tansymustard
alkali saltgrass
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Dodecatheon conjugens
Eleocharis palustris
Elymus cinereus
Elymus glaucus
Elymus repens
Elymus spicatum
Elymus trachycaulum
Epilobium angustifolium
Equisetum arvense
Equisetum spp.
Erigeron compositus
Erigeron corymbosus
Erigeron filifolius
Erigeron linearis
Erigeron pumilus
Erigeron speciosus
Eriogonum heracleoides
Eriogonum niveum
Eriogonum umbellatum
Festuca campestris
Festuca idahoensis
Fragaria glauca
Fragaria vesca
Fragaria virginiana
Fritillaria pudica
Fritillaria affinis
Gaillardia aristata
Galium boreale
Galium trifidum
Geranium viscosissimum
Geum triflorum
Glyceria striata
Goodyera oblongifolia
Grindelia squarrosa
Gymnocarpium dryopterus
Heuchera cylindrica
Hieracium albiflorum
Hieracium canadense
Hordeum jubatum
Juncus balticus
Juncus drummondii
Koeleria macrantha
Lappula echinata
Lappula redowskii
Lathyrus nevadensis

desert shootingstar
common spike-rush
giant wildrye
blue wildrye
quackgrass
bluebunch wheatgrass
slender wheatgrass
fireweed
common horsetail
horsetail
cut-leaved daisy
long-leaved fleabane
thread-leaved fleabane
line-leaved daisy
shaggy fleabane
showy feabane
parsnip-flowered buckwheat
snow buckwheat
sulfur buckwheat
rough fescue
Idaho fescue
white strawberry
wood strawberry
wild strawberry
yellow bell
chocolate lily
brown-eyed Susan
Northern bedstraw
sweet bedstraw
sticky purple geranium
old man's whiskers
owl mannagrass
rattlesnake-plantain
curly-cup gumweed
oak fern
round-leaved alumroot
white-flowered hawkweed
Canadian hawkweed
foxtail barley
baltic rush
Drummond’s rush
junegrass
bristly stickseed
Western stickweed
purple peavine
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Lathyrus ochroleucus
Lepidium virginicum
Leymus cinereus
Lilium columbianum
Linaria genistifolia
Linnaea borealis
Linum perenne
Lithophragma parviflorum
Lithospermum ruderale
Lomatium dissectum
Lomatium macrocarpum
Lotus denticulatus
Luzula parviflora
Medicago lupulina
Medicago sativa
Melilotus albus
Melilotus officinalis
Myosotis alpestris
Oplopanax horridus
Opuntia fragilis
Opuntia polyacantha
Orthilia secunda
Oryzopsis asperifolia
Osmorhiza chilensis
Oxytropis podocarpa
Pedicularis bracteosa
Penstemon fruticosus
Penstemon procerus
Phalaris arundinacea
Phacelia hastata
Phleum pratense
Phlox longifolia
Plantago elongata
Poa pratensis
Poa compressa
Poa secunda
Potamogeton
Potentilla anserina
Potentilla gracilis
Potentilla palustris
Potentilla recta
Puccinella distans
Ranunculus glaberrimus
Rhinanthus minor
Salicornia europaea

creamy peavine
tall pepper-grass
giant wildrye
tiger lily
Dalmatian toadflax
twinflower
Western blue flax
small-flowered woodland star
lemonweed
fern-leaved desert parsley
large-fruited desert parsley
meadow birds-foot trefoil
small-flowered woodrush
black medick
alfalfa
white sweet-clover
yellow sweet-clover
mountain forget-me-not
Devil's club
brittle prickly-pear cactus
plains prickly-pear cactus
one-sided wintergreen
rough-leaved ricegrass
mountain sweet-cicely
stalked-pod (field) locoweed
bracted lousewort
shrubby penstemon
small-flowered penstemon
reed canarygrass
silverleaf phacelia
common Timothy
long-leaved phlox
slender plantain
Kentucky bluegrass
Canada bluegrass
Sandberg’s bluegrass
Pondweed
silverweed
graceful cinquefoil
marsh cinquefoil
sulphur cinquefoil
weeping alkaligrass
sagebrush buttercup
yellow rattle
European glasswort
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Salsola kali
Saxifraga integrifolia
Scirpus acutus
Scirpus microcarpus
Scirpus validus
Selaginella densa
Selaginella wallacei
Senecio pseudaureus
Sisymbrium spp.
Sisyrinchium idahoense
Solidago spp.
Sonchus arvense
Spartina gracilis
Sporobolus cryptandrus
Stipa comata
Stipa columbiana
Stipa curtiseta
Stipa hymenoides
Stipa occidentalis
Stipa richardsonii
Streptopus roseus
Taraxacum officinale
Tragopogon dubius
Trifolium repens
Triglochin maritimum
Trisetum spicatum
Typha latifolia
Verbascum thapsus
Vicea americana
Viola adunca
Viola canadensis
Viola palustris
Zygadenus venenosus

Russian thistle
grassland saxifrage
hard-stemmed bulrush
small-flowered bulrush
soft-stemmed bulrush
compact selaginella
Wallace's selaginella
streambank butterweed
tumbleweed
Idaho blue-eyed-grass
goldenrod
perennial sow-thistle
alkali cordgrass
sand dropseed
needle-and-thread grass
Columbia needlegrass
porcupie grass
Indian rice-grass
stiff needlegrass
spreading needlegrass
rosy twisted stalk
dandylion
yellow salsify
white clover
seaside arrow-grass
spike trisetum
common cattail
great mullein
American vetch
early blue violet
Canada violet
marsh voilet
meadow death-camas

MOSSES
Dicranun scoparium
Grimmia spp.
Hylocomium splendens
Mnium spp.
Pleurozium schreberi
Polytrichum juniperinum
Polytrichum commune
Polytrichum piliferum

broom moss
step moss
red-stemmed feathermoss
juniper haircap moss
awned haircap moss
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Ptilium crista-castrensis
*Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus
Sphagnum capillaceum
Tortula ruralis
Timmia austriaca

knight’s plume
electrified cat’s-tail moss
common red sphagnum
sidewalk moss
false-haircap moss

LICHENS
Bryoria spp.
Alectoria sarmentosa
Cladina mitis
Cladonia chlorophaea
Cladonia gracilis ssp. turbinata
Cladonia spp.

hair lichen
common witch’s hair
green reindeer lichen
black-foot cladonia
brown-eyed sunshine
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APPENDIX 6:

People contacted

Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks
Brian Chan
Rick Howie
Doug Jury
Dave Low
Sandy MacDonald
John Surgeoner
Water Licenses Branch
Ministry of Forests:
Kamloops District:
Jennifer Eastwood
Gary Reay
Judy Steves
Phil Youwe
Kamloops Region
Andre Arseneault
Jim Fox
Dennis Lloyd
Lorraine MacLauchlan
Fraser Russell
Alan Vyse
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Graham Strachan

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources
Mike Cathro
Agriculture and Agri-food Canada
Don Thompson
Canadian Wildlife Service
Andre Breault
University College of the Cariboo
Dr. Tom Dickinson
Dr. Carl Larsen
Ducks Unlimited
Darryl Kroeker
Kamloops Indian Band
John Jules
Joan Best
Frolek Cattle Company
Jack Gregson
Wilf Kipp
Harold Heslop
Red Langille
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Recreation User Survey
The survey was sent to 30 representatives of user groups
List of Contacts
Survey Respondents
Karen McLaren (KNC)
Bea and George Prehara (KNC)
Joan Best (KNC)
Judy Barnett (Westsyde resident)
Ian MacArthur (hang glider)
John Osborne (GKMA)
Lynne Mundel (Three Mountain Foundation)
Mike Jordan (Interior Field Dog Trial Club)
Lynne Totten (Kamloops Outdoor Club)
Doug Smith (Sage Orienteering Club)
Carol MacKenzie (Backcountry Horsemen)
Charlie Bruce (Trails guidebook author)

Personal Contact

''
"
"

"

"
Marty Korba (Kamloops Mountain Bike Assn.)
Brad Ewing (Java Cycle)
Carolyn Berry (Spoke N’ Motion)
Roland Moonie (Valhalla Sports)
Kathleen Wilson (Westsyde Community Assn.)
Tony Gaal (Kamloops Gun Dog Club)
Fred Oakley (Thompson-Okanagan Tourism
Society)
Dave Gould (RC Model Airplane Society)
Karl De Bruijn (McQueen Lake Environmental
Education Centre)
George Dance (Kamloops Snowmobile Club)
J. Brent Olsen (Kamloops 8th Scouts)
Red Langille (Landowner)
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